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ABSTRACT

Sexual assault and its effects is no small problem when an estimated33% of girls and l0

to I6Yo of boys are sexually assaulted at some point in their childhood. When a child is

sexually assaulted, the entire family usually experiences a feeling of crisis. There are

numerous negative effects that impact children and parents. The key to the child's

recovery lies in the response from parents at and following disclosure. The parent must

overcome their negative reactions and support their child. At Families Affected by Sexual

Assault of New Directions for Children, Youth, and Families, children and their parents

receive brief crisis therapy that is trauma-informed and solution focused. This report

reviews the literature on child sexual assault, presents an overview of the Brief Solution-

Focused Therapy, and reviews nine extrafamilial sexual assault cases. Several scales are

used to measure client improvement and evaluate services.
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DEDICATION

To those who have looked their devil in the eye and said I will not be overcome.

To the abused that struggle to get on their feet, to find their place in life and living,

find your freedom and you will soar to yet unknown heights; spread your wings and fly

The ember, the spark that keeps hope alive and holds your answers, lies within you.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Once child sexual assault (CSA) was either denied or thought to rarely happen.

When CSA could not be denied it was often blamed on the child or on the child's mother.

In the mid 1970s it came under a new analysis and understanding. The feminist

movement of the 1960s and 70s brought a new viewpoint to issues involving women and

children (Herman, 1997).In 1986, Browne and Finkelhor described research on sexual

assault and abuse as "still in its infancy" (p. 75), but it was rapidly growing. Studies

interviewing women suggested incidence rates for sexual abuse and assault that

demonstrated a pervasive problem that had long been hidden (Russell, 1984, cited in

Herman, 1997). The growing awareness of sexual assault led to a variety of research

questions regarding the topic. Some of the topics explored were: prevalence rates, initial

and long-term effects of sexual assault on the child, and effects on the family.

Child sexual assault has been found to have multiple negative impacts on the

child victims and on adult survivors, for example: anxiety, guilt, mistrust of their own

judgement, and powerlessness (see Table l) (Browne & Finkelhor, 1986; Finkelhor &

Browne, 1985; Ligezinska, et al., 1996;Molnar, Buka, & Kessler, 2001; Palmer, Brown,

Rae-Grant, & Loughlin, 1999; Russell, 1984 as cited in Herman, 1997). Similar negative

effects have also been found in victims' family members (Hiebert-Murphy, 2000;

Manion, Mclntyre, etal,I996;NCH Children and Families Project, 200I; Trute, Adkins,

MacDonald, Vaughan-Jones, & Fedoruk,1993). The response and supportiveness of

family members can determine the degree of negative impact on the child (NCH Children

and Families Project, 2001). Interventions that focus on family strengths and positive
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coping abilities enhance the family's ability to support one another and help the child

overcome the negative effects. Due to the prevalence and impact of CSA, I wanted to use

my practicum to learn more about working with this population using a positive model

focusing on clients' strengths and solutions.

The Practicum Goals

Intervention Goøls

The intervention goals were to facilitate the child's process in overcoming the

effects of the sexual assault, to assist family members in coping with the effects of the

disclosure, and to empower the parents in supporting their child and thus be effective in

relieving or reducing the negative effects of the assault.

The Leørníng Goals

This practicum was proposed to demonstrate the practical application of knowledge and

skill acquired in the completion of the Master of Social Work degree as required by the

Faculty of Social Work and the Faculty of Graduate Studies of the University of

Manitoba. The focus of this practicum was the development and demonstration of skills

in the area of counselling child sexual assault victims and their families. Several

objectives in this overall goal were:

1. To further develop the ability to apply basic therapy skills with families,

2. To further develop my skills in facilitating the client's process in therapy,

3. To develop skills in facilitating positive coping in families through the

utilization of an empowering strength-based focus,
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4. To learn more about working with clients who have experienced sexual

assault, and

5. To learn to appropriately apply the Solution-Focused Therapy approach with

families who have experienced the sexual assault of a child.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIE\il

Child Sexual Abuse/Assault (CSA): The issue of focus

The definitions of child sexual assault vary by their interpretation of: at what age

a person is no longer a child and can give consent, what behaviours constitute sexual

behaviour, and what should be included within the realm of abuse (Ammerman, 1998;

Haugaard, 2000). In a meta-analysis of 37 studies on the effects of child sexual abuse

/assault, Paolucci, Genius and Violato (2001) adopted the definition as'oany unwanted

sexual contact (ranging from unwanted touching to penetration) during the period in

which the victim is considered a child by legal definition and the perpetrator is in a

position of relative power over the victim" (Violato & Genius, 1993,p.37).

Prevølence of Chíld Sexuøl Abuse/Assøult

In 1984, D. Russell (as cited in Herman, 1997) found that in a random sample of

930 women,25yo of the women had been raped at some point and 33%had been sexually

abused as a child. Others have also estimated that 33Yo of girls and tïYo to 160/o of boys

experience sexual abuse by adults sometime during their childhood (Finkelhor, 1984, as

cited in Briere, 1989, 1996; Finkelhor, Hotling, Lewis, & Smith, 1989, as cited in Briere,

1992,1996). Anything with such a high prevalence rate forces people to ask questions

about the effects of the problem; therefore, much research has focused on the effects of

CSA.
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Effects of Child Sexuøl Abuse on the Indívíduøl Víctím

Initial Effects.

Initial effects of child sexual abuse have been defined as those occurring within

but not limited to the first two years following the cessation of the abuse (Browne &

Finkelhor, 1986) or sexual assault. The initial effects of being sexually assaulted as a

child have been observed to involve the child's affective responses, behaviours, selÊ

esteem, self-concept, and their relationships with others (Brown & Finkelhor, 1986; NCH

Children and Families Project 200t, see Table 1). Research has demonstrated that the

impact of CSA is similar for both male and female victims (Finkelhor, 1990). The main

gender difference in effects for males was the stigma of homosexuality when the male

offender perpetrated the abuse (Finkelhor, 1990). The effects also remained similar

whether the perpetrator was intrafamilial or extrafamilial, that is from inside or outside

the immediate family (Ligezinsk a et al., t996).

Long-Term Effects.

The effects of having been sexually assaulted can last beyond the first two years

after cessation of the CSA. The most frequently reported long-term effects have included

o'anxietyo self-destructive behaviour, feelings of isolation and stigma, poor selÊesteem,

diffrculty trusting others, a tendency toward revictimization, substance abuse, and sexual

maladjustment" (Finkelhor, 1990, p.325). The lasting effects encompass a wide variety of

negative reactions including physical, mental health, and psychosocial (see Table 2).

They demonstrate, as Finkelhor (1990) says, the o'noxious impact" of sexual abuse.



Possible initial responses by the child victim.

Affective Responses:
Anxiety
Fear
Depression
Anger
Hostility
Confusion
Guilt
Powerlessness

Self-esteem & Self-Concept:
Distorted body image
Feel marked
Feel they are different from others
Mistrust themselves
Loss of a sense of self-worth & esteem
A sense ofbadness

Relationship Responses:
Feelings of Betrayal
Loss of a sense of protection
Withdrawal from relationships or

become dependent & clingy
Feel they are different from others
Shunned by friends

Others:
Self-destructive Behaviours
Innocence stolen
Inappropriate sexual behaviour
Stigma of homosexuality (males)

Brown & Finkelhor, 1986; NCH Children and Families Project, 2001

Families Affected by CSA 6

Table I - Possible Initial Responses by Child Victim of Sexual Assault

Effects of extrafumílictl CSA on the parents

The child victims are not the only victims in child sexual assault. In cases of

extra-familial child sexual assault, the perpetrator is not a part of the child's immediate

family and does not live in the home as a member of the family. Many of the non-

offending parents go into a state of shock, and 'ooften the early counselling sessions are

characteized by a (parent's) struggle to believe the unbelievable" (NCH Children and
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Table 2 - Long-Term Behavioural, Emotional, & Relational Effects On Victims

Effects Observed in Adult Survivors.

Psychosocial Problems (Gil, 1990, p.49-50;)
Depression 160 -6 5% (# 4)l
Low Self-esteem
Lack of motivation

Feeling out of control, powerless & helpless
Emotional paralysis
Anxiety t54% (#4))
Dissociation
Addictions
Self-mutilation
Suicide attempts

Eating disorders (Gil, 1990, p. 49-50;)
Anorexia
Bulimia
Obesity

Physical Problems (Gil, 1990, p.5l-52)
Headaches (found to grow worse over time)
Infections
Skin problems
Sleeping problems

Relationship and Sexual Problems
(Gil, 1990, p.52-53)

Poor choice of partners (often
abusive partners)
Tendency toward revictimization
Fear of Commitment
Short length of relationships
Sexual dysfunction
Social Sexual identity
Promiscuity

Problems Specific to Trauma
Dissociation
Flashbacks
Self-mutilation (method of grounding in present, feel real, communicate level of

pain, or relieve pressure of pain.)

Hyper-vigilance
Multiple Personality Disorder

Also in 1.) Briere, 1989, 1992,t996;2.) Browne & Finkelhor 1986; 3.) Herman,1997;
4.) Finkelhor, 1990; and 5.) Salter, 1995
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Families Project, 2001,p. 130). The parents experience shock, denial, anger, shame,

embarrassment, guilt, self-blame, powerlessness, sadness, fear of stigmatization, and fear

for their child (NCH Children and Families Project, 2001; Manion, Mclntyre, et al.,

1996).

Parents experience secondary traumatization (Manion, Mclntyre, et al., 1996).

Manion et al. administered selÊreport measures to 63 mothers and 30 fathers within the

first 3 months after the disclosure of extra-familial sexual assault of their child. The

results were compared to those from a non-clinical comparison group of 74 mothers and

62 fathers. The "results revealed that mothers of sexually abused children, in comparison

to mothers of non-abused children, experienced greater overall emotional distress, poorer

family functioning, and lower satisfaction in their parenting role" (p. 1095). Fathers of

sexually abused children also experienced greater overall stress than fathers in the

comparison group but less than the mothers in the CSA group.

The negative effects of CSA are similar for parents and children. Both experience

negative emotional, social, and physical effects (Grosz, Kempe, & Kelly, 2000). The

parents also experience a negative impact on their marital relationship and a crisis in their

concept of themselves as effective parents (Grosz, et. a1., 2000). The entire family system

has been traumatized, thus treatment of extra-familial child sexual assault must focus on

the family (Manion, Mclntyre, et, a1.,1996; Regehr, 1990).
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Medìøtíng Føctors

The parents' ability to cope with the situation is very important to the healing of

the family and the future impact of the sexual abuse on the child. Herman (1997) states

that oorecovery can take place only in the context of relationships; it cannot occur in

isolation" (p. 133). Research has indicated that the parents' capacity to resolve their own

distress and provide support to their child can make a significant difference in the child's

recovery (Grosz, et. al., 2000,p.21). Because "mothers are crucial to the recovery of the

abused child and to the recovery of the whole family. An important part of the process of

recovery entails helping mothers to make sense of their experience" (NCH Children and

Families Project, 2001,p. 55). A Canadian study of the adjustment of parents and

children following a disclosure of extra-familial sexual assault found that the child's

recovery came through parent and family support (Manion, Firestone, et al., 1998).

An unsupportive family, poor family coping, removal of the child from their

home, non-acknowledgement of the abuser's guilt, minimizing of the abuse, and/or

failure to act on the disclosure can increase the negative effects of sexual assault (Browne

& Finkelhor, 1986; NCH Children and Families Project, 2001; Palmer et al., 1999). The

family's responses define the child's understanding of their sexual assault and the child's

understanding has been found to be more relevant to the child's recovery then the details

of the case (Ligezinska et al., 1996).If parents fail to respond or positively support the

child, the victim can perceive the parents' response as blaming or rejecting them (Palmer,

et al, 1999.). Ligezinska, et al. (1996) found that children who blamed themselves

suffered greater negative effects.
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It is important for recovery to provide an atmosphere of belief and support of the

child and validate the appropriateness of having made the disclosure (Roesler, 2000).

Manion, Mclntyre, et al. (1996) stated that, "the goal of family therapy is to enhance

cohesion, return control to the family, build on child and parent competencies, and

identify and validate growth enhancing strategies" (p. 1105). By working with and

through the family, you provide the child and the family with the best long-term

prospects for health. As mentioned above, Herman (1,997) found that, "recovery can take

place only in the context of relationships; it cannot occur in isolation" (p. 133).
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CHAPTER THREE: THE THERAPEUTIC APPROACH

The Evolution of Post-Modern Theories

The development of post-modern theories began in the 1980s and continues to the

present (Nichols & Schwartz,1998). This period has been marked by a re-examination of

truth, meaning, relationships, and language. Post-modernism involves a reexamination of

the basis for human reality (Hoffrnan, 1990; Mills & Sprenkle,1995; Nichols &

Schwartz, 1998).

Reality in post-modern thought is viewed as fluid rather than fixed (De Shazer &

Berg, 1992). Multiple realities exist. Each individual will have their own reality regarding

information and experiences. This reality will be based on all the individual has

experienced prior to the present experience, problem, thought, or idea under examination.

Realities are communicated through words and because realities and words "are like

freight engines that are pulling boxcars behind them filled with all their previous

meanings," each individual is the greatest expert on their own experience (De Shazer &

Berg, 1992). The individual communicating the experience becomes the authority on the

meaning of their experience and their words.

There are lengthy discussions on the construction of how meaning and

understanding is developed (Hoffrnan, 1990; Lyddon, 1998; Mills & Sprenkle, 1995;

Neimeyer, 1998). Post-modern Constructionist Theory takes the stance that to understand

another individual's meaning and/or experience you must engage in respectful dialogue

with that individual. Bringing one's own history with the words used you become co-
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creators of meaning in the dialogue (Hoffman, 1990; Lyddon, 1998; Mills & Sprenkle,

1995; Neimeyer, 1998). The listener can no longer be considered an expert on someone

else's reality nor can they be considered outside the event of creation. The therapist

affects the outcome of the interaction and the construction of meaning without being an

expert on the other individual's experience (Nichols & Schwartz,1998).

New theories of therapy were developed that incorporated the post-modern

thinking. One of these new therapeutic approaches was Solution-Focused Brief Therapy

(De Shazer & Berg, 1992; Mills & Sprenkle, 1995; Redekop, 1995). In these

constructionist approaches, "[we] no longer saw the therapists as the source of the

solution - the solutions rested in the people and in their social networks" (O'Hanlon,

1994,p.23). The therapist was seen as an ally and became a co-creator of solutions with

the client (Washburn,1994). The therapist brings their specialized knowledge of therapy

and the client their special knowledge of their reality (O'Hanlon,1994).

Those who come for therapy are approached as having their own reality based on

their histories and experiences and of their own construction. Therefore, no single

system, hierarchy, structure, or solution is considered correct and healthy for the family

(Hoffman, 1990; Mills & Sprenkle, 1995). The emphasis is on "helping clients construct

solutions that best fit their own lives" (de Shazer, 2000).
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Solution-Focused Brief Therapy

Bøckground to the Approach

Solution-Focused Brief Therapy (SFBT) shares several theoretical propositions

with the pre-existing Mental Research Institute's (MRI) strategic brief therapy. They

share a belief in minimalism and brevity of intervention, adhering to a cognitive and

behavioural focus, while holding a non-pathological view of people and their problems

(Eron & Lund, 1996).

Brevity was the first principle borrowed from the MRI group and abeginning

foundation in building SFBT theory. SFBT theorists' goal was to build a therapy that

utilizes o'as few sessions as possible, (and) not one more than necessary" (de Shazer,

August 2000). Incorporating a focus on the end of therapy throughout its course as part of

moving the process forward. The aim is to motivate the client to succeed in overcoming

the presenting problem, see their strengths/their abilities to live without the problem, and

move on with their life, not to linger in years of therapy examining the historical

development of the problem.

The solving of the presenting problem is accomplished foremost by finding

exceptions to the problem's occuffence, times when the problem could but does not

occur, and building on those exceptions until the problem behaviour is (by the client's

definition) no longer a problem. Focusing on exceptions to the problem's occunence is

the second shared tenet. This focus appears to have similarities with the behaviourist's

framework of capturing and rewarding a "positive" competing behaviour to eliminate an
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original "negative" behaviour. Logically, if the exceptions to a problem increase, the

problem behaviour must decrease.

The client determines which is acceptable, reduction of the problem (harm

reduction) or the problem's elimination. rWhat should be noticed at this point is the focus

on exceptions and present behaviour to improve the client's circumstances. Although the

use of exceptions in altering behaviours was never part of the strategic approach, the

emphasis on cognition and behaviours (i.e. what people think about their circumstances

and their response to their thoughts) was a shared tenet.

The third facet of the theory shared with the MRI group is the non-pathological

view of people. Many previous theories of human behaviour and therapy assigned a

pathological basis to problem behaviours. Since 1952,the behaviours were, and often still

are, given medical labels usually based on criteria in Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of

Mental Disorders by the American Psychiatric Association current to the point of

diagnosis. In the medical model, the client is labelled as ill and in need of care directed

by a specialist in order to make changes. The non-pathological view practiced by SFBT

has a more positive view of people and believes in their ability to change. This model

assumes that "the client has all the resources, skills, and knowledge to make their life

better" (Berg, 2000). The SFBT therapist's task is to facilitate the person's process of

finding their own solution to their problems through the co-construction of a new reality

(a cognitive construct created in the mind of the individual) and the normalization of their

experience.
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The unique and main thrust of SFBT is this strong solution-building approach. It

is the solution to the problem that is emphasized, not the problem. Most other therapies

focus on the problem and its development (Berg, 2000; de Shazer, 2000). SFBT sessions

are spent finding and developing the solutions, solutions that are already available in the

client's life or repertoire. The past is not analyzed regarding the development of the

problem (Berg & Miller, 1992; Dolan, 1991; O'Hanlon & Weiner-Davis, 1989); it is the

solutions that are the focus. The history of the problem is used only to determine

intervention steps. These intervention steps always have a focus on the future oriented

solution development. Together the therapist and client co-construct a new reality for the

client (Berg & Miller, 1992; Dolan, I99l; O'Hanlon & Weiner-Davis, 1989).

The co-construction of realities has two important components that SFBT

supporters point out. First, co-construction emphasizes the co-operative nature of the

therapeutic process. Since clients are viewed as possessing the resources, skills, and

knowledge to improve their situation, the therapist is not theoretically viewed as the

expert. Second, the co-construction of realities suggests that realities are constructed and

can also be reconstructed. Realities are not fixed; therefore, clients can alter the problem

and create change. Further, SFBT states that small change canlwill lead to greater

changes (Berg & Miller, 1992; Dolan, 1991; O'Hanlon & Weiner-Davis, 1989). Perhaps

noticing small changes facilitates greater change by instilling a spark of hope within the

client. What is important to note is that the client's view of the problem is respected and

therapy begins where the client is, utilizing their definition of the problem and solutions.
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Dolan (1991) and O'Hanlon and Bertolino (1998) have used the Solution-Focused

Therapy model successfully with sexual abuse survivors. In doing so, Dolan (1991)

reminds us of the importance in spending time letting the client tell their story and how it

has affected them before launching into a solution focus. The therapist must place an

emphasis on creating and maintaining "a climate in which the clients will feel as

comfortable as possible about thinking and talking about their situation" (Lipchik,1992,

p. 61). The therapist's stance of being non-judgemental, non-confrontive, understanding,

patient, and being one-down from the client will engender feelings of acceptance

(Lipchik, 1992). The therapist's focus on present and future, exceptions to the problem,

noting small changes, the client's strengths, and the suggestion and acceptance of

alternatives will generate feelings of hope in the client (Lipchik, 1992). Together

acceptance and hope led to a climate where the client can risk change. Making life

changes is a risk because change means moving into unknown territory that is less

predictable than the o'negative status quo" (Lipchik,1992,p.62).

SFBT utilizes a number of techniques that focus on cognitions though the term is

not specifically used. Some of those techniques are: the use of language, reorienting

observations toward positives in the clients' lives, analyzing exceptions to problems, an

intervention message at the close of the session, and utilizing a visualization called the

oomiracle question". In these techniques, language is the primary tool. As social

constructionists, Solution-Focused therapists adhere to the belief that language shapes

and moulds our perception of reality. Work will take place in the sessions using language
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to obtain a new view of reality, that is, "create a new reality" (Nichols & Schwartz,1998;

O'Hanlon & Weiner-Davis, 1989).

With language, the therapist re-orientates the client toward a sense of hope and

expectation that the problem will improve; for example, the therapist speaks of "when"

the problem no longer is an issue. The therapist respectfully assists the client to become

aware of his or her own solutions and thus facilitates movement toward using those

solutions.

Steps ín the Theory

A first session of Solution-Focused Therapy follows a number of fairly specific

steps as presented in discussions of the theory (Chang, & Phillips, 1993; de Shazer, 1993;

Dolan, 1991); an example of this pattern is laid out in Figure 1. The first and critical step

is to make the client feel comfortable and welcomed (Dolan, 1991). After spending time

creating an atmosphere ofjoining and building rapport, the client provides a description

of the problem. As noted earlier the problem description is brief compared to a problem-

oriented theory, yet thorough enough to facilitate the client feeling heard (Dolan, l99l)

and provides an understanding of the issues and goals. While listening to the problem

description the therapist listens for times when the problem does not appear. Together the

client and therapist explore the story and the client identifies further examples of

exceptions as they become aware of them.

When the client is able to describe exceptions they are asked to identify how those

times differ from problem situations. Noticing the exceptions and the differences of those

times creates awareness in the client that they akeady have the strength and knowledge to
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overcome the problem. In following through Figure 1, we see that if the client can clearly

elaborate the differences they are encouraged to use the skills and techniques

demonstrated in those differences as solutions to the problem. The client is complimented

on their work and their ability to solve their problems.

When reading a theory, the description often seems an ideal without allowances in

its structure for individual differences, but things may vary in a number ways. Solution-

Focused Theory addresses a number of situational differences. An individual may come

to therapy but find they are unable to adequately describe the problem. Another person

may be able to identify a problem but cannot identify any exceptions to the problem; the

times when the situation is present but it is not a problem and the individual is able to

cope. Perhaps a person knows that exceptions to their issue occur but is unaware of the

details on how the exception times differ from the problem times. The Solution-Focused

Theory suggests the direction to take under these circumstances.

If the person cannot describe the problem, the person is related to as a "visitor,"

one who is not ready to pursue solutions to a problem or therapy under this theory.

Solution-Focused Therapy requires, first, that the client can clearly define a problem on

which to work. The individual is complimented on what they are doing, and the therapy

relationship is not continued beyond that first session. If the client can describe a

problem but cannot identify exceptions to the problem, the client and therapist can work

with hypothetical exceptions identified by the client. These hypothetical exceptions can

be drawn from similar interventions the client used successfully with similar problems

(Chang, & Phillips, 1993 de Shazer, 1993; Dolan, l99l). Clients who identify problems
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and exceptions but are unable to explain the difference between the two are given the task

of observing the differences during the intersession period. These processes are facilitated

by specific tasks and techniques set out in the theory.

The above steps provide the basic pattern into which are placed tasks and

techniques used to facilitate the clients' ability to observe their own thoughts, behaviours,

and cognitions and begin or continue and maintain small changes. The following

techniques are used when the client has diffrculty articulating goals, changes in the

problem, exceptions, and differences between problems and exceptions. Some of the

techniques are: pre-treatment change, the miracle-question, scaling questions, difference

questions, first session formula task, and the older wiser self.

Techníques used ín the Approøch

Solution-Focused Therapy aims to build hopefulness and feelings of control and

orient the client toward a positive future by using a number of techniques that may be

applied throughout therapy.

Pre-treatment Changes

Pre-treatment changes are the changes in problems that take place between

scheduling the appointment and coming to the first appointment. It emphasizes and

utilizes the survivor's natural ability to experience change in helpful ways (Dolan, t99I).
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Figure 1' Solution-Focused Flow Chart*
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Miracle questions

The miracle question asks the client to imagine how things would be different if a

miracle happened and changed things so the problem no longer existed. It is employed to

empower, instill hope in clients, move the focus toward the future, and to establish goals

(De Jong & Berg, 2002).

Scaling Questions

Clients are asked to rate how they are doing in relationship to their goal. A ten-

point scale is used with l0 equal to reaching their goal. Scaling questions are used to

monitor progress, assist the client in evaluating their progress, and they can be used to

evaluate client safety during a crisis (Pichot & Dolan, 2003).

Dffirence Questions

Difference questions ask the client to take note of the dissimilarity between when

the problem is an issue for them and when it was not. The question enlarges the

characteristics of the exception. When change occurs, the difference question assists the

client in describing the elements of the change and thus enables them to repeat the

experience (Pichot & Dolan,2003).

First Session Formula Task

The client is told that, "between the first session and the next session make a list

of all those things in your life you would like to have continue." (Dolan , 1991, p.35) The

list can then be used during the early stages of treatment to help ground the client during

difficult periods. This task facilitates an awareness of what is already going well in the

client's life, their strengths, and builds hope.
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The Older Wiser Self

In the "older wiser self'task the client is told to:

Imagine you have become a wise old woman (man) and you are looking

back to this period of time in your life. What do you think that this

wonderful, old wiser you would suggest to you to help you get through

this current phase of your life? What would she tell you to remember?

What would she suggest that would be most helpful in helping you heal

from the past? What would she say to comfort you? And does she have

any advice about how therapy could be most useful and helpful? (Dolan,

1991,p.36)

The client can also write letters to or from the "older wiser self'following the

same procedure. This technique assists the client to step outside the problem and look

inward; this extemalizinghelps the client break loose from some of the attached emotions

that prevent them from seeing their own answers.

The central theme is empowering the survivor of sexual assault to participate in

his or her own treatment planning and facilitate their knowing that they have strengths. It

facilitates a client's development of a new view of himself or herself. They are

empowered to experience control rather than helplessness and to take hold of hope for the

present and future. These techniques can be used with parents who experience secondary

ßaumatization and need to move toward solution thinking in helping their child.

Effectíveness of the øpproøch

Solution-Focused Therapy has been demonstrated to be useful with abuse

survivors as applied by Dolan (1991) and by O'Hanlon and Bertolino (1998). Dolan's
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work appears to interweave the Solution-Focused Theory and techniques with a trauma

informed approach. The Solution-Focused Theory and the Solution-Focused techniques

may be applied throughout therapy with sexual abuse survivors. The focus on solutions

facilitates a positive future orientation and fits well with a trauma service.

Trauma-Informed Service is service provided by individuals who are trained to

recognize the impact of traumatization on the development and coping strategies of

individuals (Elliot, Bjelajac, Fallo, Markoff, & Reed,2005). Elliot et al. identify nine

other important principles as part of trauma-informed services. The primary goal is

recovery from trauma. The model used is an empowerment model. The clients are offered

as many choices as possible. The therapeutic alliance is collaborative, respectful, non-

blaming and predictable. An atmosphere of safety, respect, and acceptance is provided.

The client's strengths and resilience are emphasized. All staff in the service unit are

trained to minimize the possibility of re-traumatization. Effort is made to ensure that

services are sensitive to cultural differences and client histories. And finally, clients are

asked to provide feedback on and evaluation of the services (Elliot et al., 2005).

Utilization of these principles is necessary in working with victims of assault who are

experiencing either acute or long-term tavmatization. They also correspond well with the

philosophy of Solution-Focused Therapy and the Families Affected by Sexual Assault

(FASA) program, the site of this practicum.
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE PRACTICUM

The Setting

Families Affected by Sexual Assault (FASA) is a program of New Directions for

Children, Youth, and Families (l.lew Directions) formerly known as the Children's Home

of Winnipeg located in Winnipeg, Manitoba,Canada. The Children's Home of Winnipeg

began offering services to children in 1885 and now as "New Directions," the agency

continues to offer an ever-expanding array of programs to children and their families

including education and training, crisis intervention, counselling and therapy, child

residential care, and advocacy.

The FASA program, under the direction of Marlene Richert, the program

manager, provides crisis intervention counselling to families following disclosure that

their child has been a victim of extra-familial sexual assault. Families Affected by Sexual

Assault (FASA) defines extra-familial offenders as those who are neither the child's

parent or sibling and the alleged offender lives outside the family home. FASA defines

sexual assault as encounters includingaîy direct or indirect sexual touching, sexual

interference, or sexual exploitation of a child by another person.

The FASA model

FASA operates on the premises that 1) sexual assault affects all members of the

family, 2) parents play an active and essential role in the recovery process, 3) children

who have support and understanding, suffer fewer ill effects, and 4) children and families

do recover. FASA uses Solution-Focused Brief Therapy and Narrative Therapy (Eron &
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Lund, 1996; Freedman & Combs, 1996) concepts to assist families recovering from

experiences of extra-familial child sexual assault. The general treatment goal is to assist

the family in their recovery as individuals and as a unit and to empower them to care for

the traumatized child and themselves through utilization of the family's strengths and

resources.

Supervision

Dr Harvy Frankel, Associate Dean of the Faculty of Social Work at the University

of Manitoba and the student's advisor provided overall supervision and direction.

Marlene Richert, the FASA program manager, was the on-site supervisor. Supervision

was also provided by the FASA team-members as appropriate. Members of the FASA

clinical team were available for consultation on regular and emergency basis to review

tapes, answer questions, and consult whenever needed.

The Clients

FASA states that they provide services to sexually assaulted children and their

families when the disclosure is recent, the victim is under l8 years-of-age, the alleged

offender is not the child's parent or sibling, the alleged offender lives outside the family

home, and the family lives in Winnipeg or nearby. Clients can selÊrefer to FASA for

services or they can be referred by arca agencies, Child and Family Services refer most.
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Client Registration

Clients first contacted FASA through the FASA Administrative Assistant who

completed an intake form with the family and arranged the registration for services. At

this point the Administrative Assistant explained to the clients that FASA is a training

facility and the family could be assigned to a student therapist. If the family indicated that

they were willing to see a student therapist, the case was assigned and the status of the

therapist as a student was reviewed again at the first therapy session. Therapists

employed by the centre saw families who were uncomfortable seeing a student.

Registration and family information forms were mailed to client families and returned by

the family when they came for their first appointment (See Appendices A and B). The

form granting permission for audio/visual taping for training pulposes was completed at

the first session if the client was willing to have sessions taped (See Appendix C). Tapes

were used solely for review and instruction purposes by the student therapist and their

supervisor. The tapes and written information were kept within locked cabinets to

maintain confidentiality. The tapes are erased at the completion of the practicum. A

fourth form consenting to the release of information was completed when the case

required information sharing between agencies or professionals and the client family was

in agreement with the consultation (See Appendix D).

The Evaluation Design and Measures

The evaluation design was an A-B single system or within-subject design in

which measures are repeatedly administered to the clients beginning with their anival for
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the first appointment at the FASA offices and re-administered during treatment. The

acquired scores were compared within subject to determine whether any change had

taken place over the course of therapy on the concepts being measured. The initial scores

served as the pre-intervention baseline. The purpose of administering the repeated

measures and final post-measures is for monitoring and comparing change. In a clinical

setting, the A-B single system design has the advantage of not requiring a control group

for comparison, being able to assist the therapeutic process rather than intemrpt therapy,

and the results are simple to examine not requiring sophisticated statistical training in

order to understand the results (Royse, 1999, p.64). Royse points out several limitations

to single system designs: lack of generalizationto other clients, andalack of control of

extraneous variables (Royse, 1999,p.65). Another general problem with single system

designs is that the results cannot be used to prove that the intervention either caused or

failed to cause the anticipated change; observed change could be attributed to another

intervening variable. For example, an observed difference attributed to the intervention

may be due to measuring unstable behaviours that are not controlled for by matching the

number of baseline and intervention sessions. This lack of proof within the design is

important if a researcher is attempting to demonstrate a hypothesis that one intervention

is superior to another in treating a particular issue. However, this weakness is less

important for non-hypotheses testing. When measuring for within client improvement,

the single system design serves the purpose well. The important result is improvement, as

the client defines it.
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The Family Crisis Oriented Personal Evaluation Scale (F-COPES) was used to

measure the family's coping ability and compare initial the score with the post score. The

Parent Report of Posttraumatic Symptoms in children, and the Child Report of

Posttraumatic Symptoms scales are parent and child self-report measures of the child's

posttraumatic symptoms. Families were asked to arrive early for the first session in order

to complete these instruments. 
'Where possible, the final session was used to re-

administer the F-COPES, review the clients' progress and strengths, plan for continued

progress, evaluate services, compliment clients on their work, and engage in a closing

ceremony focused on the child.

The Fømily Crísß Oríented Personal Evaluatíon Scøles

The Family Crisis Oriented Personal Evaluation Scales (F-Copes) (McCubbin,

Olson & Larsen, l9S1) is a 3O-item self-administered instrument "designed to measure

problem-solving and behavioural strategies utilized by families in difficult or problematic

situations (Corcoran & Fischer, 2000, p.29Ð (See Appendix E & F). The instrument's

statements are used to create five subscales: acquiring social support, reframing stressful

events, seeking spiritual support, mobilizing the family to seek and accept help, and

passive appraisal or the ability to accept problematic issues while minimizing reactivity

(McCubbin , et al.,l93l). Individuals are instructed to respond to the statements on 5-

point Likert-type scales with anchor points of Strongly Disagree (1) and Strongly Agree

(5) (See Appendix F). Negatively worded statements are reverse scored so that higher

total scores equal a greater tendency to use the related coping technique. The score for the

subscales and the total scale are calculated by summing across items. ln research, the
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obtained F-COPES scores range from 70lo 145 with an overall Mean score of 93.34, a Mean of

95.64 forwomen, and 93.12 for men.

The F-COPES is reported to have good reliability with an internal consistency

alpha of .86 for the total instrument and alphas of .63 to .83 for individual subscales. The

F-COPES four-week test-retest correlation has been reported as .81 and a range of .61 to

.95 for the subscales. Correlations with other family measures have been reported as

demonstrating concurrent validity (Corcoran & Fischer, 20001' McCubbin, et al., 1981).

The scale was self-administered by the adult members of families when they

presented for their first session and again at their last session when possible. After the

second administration, each individual's scores were compared for within subject change.

The Chíld and lhe Parent Report of Posttrøamatic Symptoms

The Child Report of Posttraumatic Symptoms (CROPS) (Greenwald & Rubin,

1999) is a 25-item measure that is completed by children with a minimum of grade 3

reading level for measuring the child's self-reported level of posttraumatic symptoms.

The Parent Report of Posttraumatic Symptoms for children (PROPS) (Greenwald &

Rubin, 1999) is a 3O-item measure that is completed by parents of children who have

experienced traumatic events. The two instruments are for use in combination to measure

self-reported and externally observed symptom levels following trauma in children.

These instruments can be used to ooevaluate changes in [the child's] posttraumatic stress

status due to clinical intervention. Both scales were developed to include those symptoms

that the empirical literature has identifred as related to traumatic stress in children as well
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as to reflect the DSM-IV" (Corcoran &, Fischer, 2000, p. a8a). The CROPS and PROPS

are available through The Sidran Foundation (Appendix G).

Parents were asked to indicate how well each item described their child in the past

week using the response options: not true I rurely true, somewhat / sometimes true, or

very true / often true (Corcorcn &, Fischer, 2000). The child was asked to indicate how

true each statement on the scale felt for them over the same time period, one week. The

child chose from the comparable but simplified options of: none, some, or lots (Corcoran

& Fischer, 2000). If the child was too young to complete the CROPS, the parents'

responses on the PROPS were used in combination with the parent and child's verbal

reports and the therapist's observations to make a subjective estimate of symptoms.

Summing numeric responses across items yield totals for the CROPS or PROPS

scales. The possible range for total scores on the CROPS is 0 to 52 and on the PROPS is

0 to 60, the higher the score the greater the indicated level of posttraumatic stress

(Corcoran & Fischer, 2000).

Corcoran & Fischer (2000) reported internal consistency alphas of .91 (CROPS)

and .93 (PROPS). The four to six week test-retest correlation scores were reported as .80

for the CROPS and .79 for the PROPS (Corcoran & Fischer, 2000). Concurrent validity

with the Lifetime Incidence of Traumatic Events Checklist (LITE) (Greenwald & Rubin,

1999) has been established with a correlation significant at .001 for both measures

(Corcoran & Fischer, 2000).
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The Outcome Ratíng Scøle

The Outcome Rating Scale (ORS) (Miller & Duncan,2000) is a self-report

measure completed by the client at the beginning of each session to indicate their

functioning over the previous week. The scale allows space for the client to indicate their

sense of well-being in four areas: generally, personally, interpersonal (i.e., within the

family and close relationships), and socially. The clients rate themselves in each area

using a lO-point scale that appears as a lO-centimetre line without anchors. However, the

clients are told that "marks to the left represent low levels and marks to the right indicate

high levels" or I to 10 (See Appendix H and J). The scale has a maximum score of 40. In

research, scores of 24 or less have been associated with individuals in enough distress to

seek therapy (Miller & Duncan, 2000).

Servíce Evaluatíon Meøsure: The Sessíon Røtíng Scøle

The Session Rating Scale (SRS) (Johnson, Miller, & Duncan, 2000) is a session

evaluation measure that is provided to the clients at the end of each session. The scale is

in a same format as the ORS by the same authors. The scale allows space for the client to

rate their session in four areas: relationship with the therapist, the goals and topics

addressed, the fit of the approach and method used, and the overall feel of the session.

The clients rate themselves in eachareausing a 10-point scale that appears as a 10-

centimetre line with anchors appropriate to each area addressed (see Appendix I and J).

Session Rating Scale scores demonstrating complete satisfaction and feelings of

connection during the session are expected to range between 36 and 40 inclusive. Scores
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less than nine on one of the four Likert-type scales or a total score less than 36 should be

discussed with the client to gain additional feedback from them, ensure their needs will

be met, and give the client a sense of control (Duncan, et al., 2004; Johnson, eta1.,2000).
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CHAPTER FIVE: CASE ANALYSES

Introduction to case analyses

Within this section, the writer reviews three cases in depth, while six cases

receive only a cursory review. The narrative manner used to describe the cases, is meant

to provide both information and humanize the experiences shared. Unlike researchers

dealing in abstract concepts, social workers deal with the everyday lives of people who

are often encountered at moments of stress. I was privileged to share a brief moment with

each of these families and hope to do them justice in describing their journey. Each

family described in this section had one child whom someone outside the family had or

may have sexually assaulted. Child and Family Services were investigating each case

although they were not able to confirm each reported assault. Most of the families

obtained their referral to New Directions' Families Affected by Sexual Assault through

Child and Family Services social workers.

The first three cases include a description of the family, the presenting

problem(s), sessions, results from client measures, and a case summary. The shared

information is true to each case, however, information that would identiff the family was

altered to protect confidentiality. The presenting problem section provides some details

regarding the circumstances of the assault, describes how the parents became aware of

the sexual assault, and provides the negative effects the assault has had on the family,

especially on the assaulted child. The remaining seven cases include only a brief family

description, a case summary, and the results of measures.
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The Solution-Focused approach provides useful techniques for therapy with

families. I chose to work with Solution-Focused within this setting due to 1) the brief

family therapy setting of this practicum, 2)the promotion of Solution-Focused Therapy

in this and other settings today, and 3) the positive orientation toward use of clients'

strengfhs. My struggles with applying the theory and techniques are addressed in the frnal

section of the paper. While describing the clients' sessions, the writer relates

interventions to Solution-Focused techniques to demonstrate connections to the theory

and attempts to put theory into practice.

Client Family One Description

The Fømily

Paul and Ellenl are the married parents of two children, Lena (6 years-of-age),

and one younger sibling. The parents are professional people with a modest living

standard. The family appeared to be close and supportive of each other and their children.

The mother, father, and daughter attended therapy together. The Family Crisis Oriented

Personal Evaluation Scales (F-COPES) (McCubbin, et al., 1981), completed by Paul and

Ellen, yielded total scores of 133 and 116 respectively. The total scores indicate good

overall skills for family coping. Results on the subscales suggest willingness to acquire

social support, apply reframing, seek spiritual support, mobilize family support, and

utilize passive appraisal (See Table 3). This indicates belief in actively seeking help,

I The writer altered names and identiffing information to protect identities and confidentiality. Fictitious

names are used to facilitate communication and maintain the humanness of their stories.
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looking for solutions, framing a situation in the most positive way possible and working

to make changes.

Table 3 - Family I F-COPES Scores

Paul and Ellen F-COPES Subscales Scores

Subscale 1 Subscale 2 Subscale 3 Subscale 4 Subscale 5

Acquiring
social

support
Reframing

Seeking
spiritual
support

Mobilizing
family
support

Passive
appraisal

Ellen
35

(78)
34

(8s)
13

(6s)
16

(e5)
t6

(e5)

Paul
39

(87)
36

(e0)
19

(es)
20

(100)
l7

(85)

Possible 45 40 20 20 20

0 Percent ofpossible

The Presentíng Problem

Child and Family Services (CFS) contacted Paul and Ellen to inform them eight

children including their daughter were being interviewed due to allegations that someone

near their school had sexual assaulted the children. The incidents were reported to parents

and school personnel by several of the children. The children indicated that, over a period

of several weeks, the individual had engaged in inappropriate touching of the children.

His presentation had been as a friend to the children, as one interested in their well being.

Lena had accepted his friendliness at face value and told her parents that he was a friend.

Lena described the individual as a 
oonice man who called her a beautiful princess." She

had not reported to her parents anything inappropriate. However, the parents reported that

Lena had been unusually fearful, over-reacting in normal family interactions, and
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recently had begun refusing to attend school. CFS and police services interviewed Lena

before the family came to FASA for their first session.

Sessíons

The CFS worker referred Paul and Ellen to FASA of New Directions for therapy.

The family attended a total of five sessions. Paul and Ellen elected to attend the first 2

sessions together without Lena. At the first session, the parents presented as highly

stressed and concerned about their child's welfare. Two weeks prior to coming to this

appointment they had found Lena cowering in a corner of her bedroom closet following

directions by her father to stop fighting with her sibling. This was an unusual occurrence,

as Lena had never reacted this way to correction. She had also demonstrated a strong

startle response to quick movement. Even though this was not occurring on a regular

basis, it was causing her parents a great deal of concern. After obtaining their description

of the problem, the therapist and clients explored for goals. Paul and Ellen stated their

goals as wanting to gain the tools necessary to put the incident behind them, to deal with

Lena's behaviour, and to answer Lena's questions.

Paul and Ellen demonstrated concern for their daughter and for their family as a

whole. Since the parents desired information, the therapist discussed with them the

effects of assault and the basic responses needed by the child from her parents: listening,

reassuring the child that you believe them, meeting the child's needs, maintaining normal

family structure and activities, maintaining an atmosphere of belief and support, and

providing affirmation and validation of the child (Roesler, 2000). As stated earlier, the

parent's ability to resolve their own distress and support their child is important to the
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child's successful coping (Grosz, et. al., 2000,Herman, 1997, Manion, Firestone, et. al.,

1998). The therapist complimented Paul and Ellen on the parenting skills they

demonstrated and gave them the book child exual

(Adams, Fay, &.Fawkes, 1957) for information so they could read and retain at home.

Ellen was experiencing a health problem exacerbated by the stress of wonying

about her daughter. The therapist attempted to comfort her, address her questions, and

reassure her on the couple's ability to address the problem with a desire to reduce her

stress as well as inform. Another appointment was set for the following week.

Paul and Ellen arrived at the second appointment looking less stressed. Ellen's

eyes no longer appeared red and her face was more relaxed. Her week had gone better

and her health issue was less a problem. The therapist and clients discussed how they had

managed to make such progress. They felt talking with a therapist about the problem and

acquiring information reduced their anxiety, but they remained afraid to talk to Lena

about the incident. Paul and Ellen were afraid that talking to Lena about their concerns

would travmatizeher and make things worse. Paul and Ellen requested information about

how to discuss things with her. To assist them the therapist talked about how they

discussed other issues with her successfully. Together, therapist and clients explored

what the clients already knew and had used effectively. We found appropriate

information and practiced discussing it.

They choose to take the book My Body is Private (Girard &Pate,1992) to read

with Lena and segue into talking about appropriate verses inappropriate touching. Paul

and Ellen then discussed the guilt and shame they felt. The therapist normalized these
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feelings as common to parents and children in cases of assault. The victims are

encouraged to place the blame with the perpetrator of the assault. Over the next week,

they were asked to observe what helped Lena feel or do better. They planned to bring

Lena to the next session.

Paul, Ellen, and Lena attended the third session together. Lena was friendly and

playful. She talked about her appointments with CFS and police services. She was

somewhat anxious about these interviews but they had not traumatized her. She remained

reluctant to give additional information about what the man had said to her beyond her

being a "beautiful princess". She talked about her and dad reading, My Body Is Private

(Girard &Pate,1992) and discussing appropriate verses inappropriate touching. Paul had

made further progress to overcome his fears regarding talking with Lena.

Over the intervening week, Paul and Ellen observed that Lena was doing better

than they thought at first. Their observations had changed from only noticing the

problems to also noticing what was going right. In noticing the positives, they rcalized

that the problems were not dominating their life to the degree they originally believed.

This realization facilitated a more positive view of the future. The therapist also explored

the idea that part of the negative outcomes they were observing might be attributable to

Lena beginning school and the effect of a wider social influence thus normalizing

changes that appeared rebellious. This further reduced the parents' anxiety.

During the fourth session, Paul stated Lena was now attending school without

problems and that he was becoming more confident about talking to Lena. In response to

Paul's request, I modelled and then assisted them in talking with her during the session.
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They applied what they learned, their personal skills, and their growing belief in their

ability to do it. Although Lena did not give them the detailed information they desired to

hear, they successfully talked with her. They achieved their goal of being able to talk to

Lena about the incident and answer her questions.

Another of their goals was to deal with Lena's behaviour. They initially reported

that when Lena was denied something she wanted she acted-out with an intensity out of

proportion to the circumstances. The Therapist and clients discussed parenting skills and

maintaining a normal environment and rules in the home. Children feel most secure when

the rules, consequences, and environment are predictable. Paul and Ellen were

complimented on their parenting skills, their ability to communicate clearly with their

children and each other, to establish and follow clear simple rules, and their teamwork.

Between this and the next session, they were asked to notice when Lena did not over

react to being told no and what was different about those occasions.

Three weeks later, Paul and Ellen for the final session. They still had some

concerns for Lena's future, but they had made a lot of progress. When asked to rate on a

scale from I to l0 with 10 equalling having met their goals, Paul rated them at "8.5" and

Ellen rated them from "8 to 9". Lena indicated that she was doing well and was not

worried about the man she continued to consider a friend. Paul and Ellen planned to

continue educating their children about good and bad touches, working to ensure the

safety of their children, maintaining good parenting skills in applying consequences for

behaviours, and setting appropriate limits. Ellen said she had found it difficult to apply

consequences for behaviours following the assault for fear of losing her daughter's trust.
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Resultsfrom PROPS, CROPS, and Session Meøsures

PROPS and CROPS results

The results on the Parent Report of Posttraumatic Symptoms for children

(PROPS), the 30-item measure completed by parents to indicate the observed level of

symptoms in their child (Greenwald & Rubin, 1999) (Table 4) yielded decreased post

scores on trauma symptoms. This indicates significant improvement on symptoms at the

end of therapy compared to entering therapy. Significant differences are based on post

scores less than (<) l6 on the PROPS with a 5-point difference from pre to post measure

(Greenwald & Rubin, 1999). This family, due to the age of the child, did not use the

Child Report of Posttraumatic Symptoms (CROPS); the 21-item measure administered to

children ages eight to fifteen years, or any of the other measures administered to children.

Table 4 - Family I PROPS and CROPS Scores

PROPS CROPS

Pre Post Pre Post

Ellen 20* 4

Paul 24* o

* 
= Clinicallv siqnificant

Child was too young (< 8 yrs) for takins the CROPS

The Outcome Rating Scale Results

The Outcome Rating Scale (ORS) (Miller & Duncan, 2000) has a possible score of 10-

points on each of the four individual scales for a maximum total score of 40. Clients

completed the ORS at the beginning of each session to rate their functioning during the

previous week. Paul and Ellen's scores ranged from24.2 to 39.7 and 30.6 to 38.9
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respectively (See Table 5). Both Paul and Ellen's scores over the course of the therapy

appointments showed an upward trend to more positive functioning (See Figure 2). Their

scores for the first session did not reflect the stress level demonstrated by their red eyes

and body language.

Table 5 - Family 1 Outcome Rating Scale Scores

Outcome Rating Scale (ORS)

By Session
2 3 4 51

Ellen

Paul

35.1

24.2

30.6

34,3

38,3

37.2

34.5

39.7

38.9

36.3

Figure 2 - Family I Chart of Outcome Ratings
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Results from Session Rating Scale

The Session Rating Scale (SRS) (Johnson, Miller. & Duncan,2000) was scored in

the same manner as the ORS. Ellen and Paul completed the Session Rating Scale (SRS)

at the end of each session to rate their responses to the session on a range from between 1

and 10. Their total scores demonstrated an increasing satisfaction over the therapy

sessions with session one yielding the lowest results (See Table 6). Their scores

remained reasonably high across the five sessions. Paul and Ellen verbally expressed

satisfaction with the therapeutic relationship, goals and topics, approach, and overall on

sessions as well as through their SRS scores.

Table 6 - Family I Session Rating Scale Results

Session Rating Scale (SRS)

By Session

1 2 3 4 5

Ellen

Paul

35.2

37.2

37.7

39.4

39.6

39.7

39.9

39.7

39.9

39.4

Famíly One Summary

Ellen and Paul were concerned parents who came to therapy experiencing a high

level of stress over the reported assault of their daughter, Lena. They worked hard to

reach their goals of acquiring the skills to put the incident behind them, to deal with

Lena's behaviour, and to answer Lena's questions. After the first week, their stress

reduced and they were able to see progress toward their goals.
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These clients arrived at therapy feeling overwhelmed. They also came with a

belief in their ability to develop solutions and skills. This belief was a strength the clients

used to successfully enact solutions. This belief was demonstrated in Paul and Ellen's

results on the F-COPES, which indicated a belief in actively seeking help, looking for

solutions, framing a situation in the most positive way possible, and working to make

changes. The family also demonstrated a belief in their ability to develop solutions and

skills through attaining their goal of acquiring the tools to do what was needed.

Client Family Two Description

The Famíly

Mattie2 is the divorced biological mother of 2 children, Anna age 8, and one pre-

teen sibling. The family relationships within the household appeared stable and loving.

The biological father lives nearby and has occasional contact with his children. He did

not participate in therapy. The Family Crisis Oriented Personal Evaluation Scales (F-

COPES) (McCubbin, etaL,1981), completed by Mattie, resulted in a total score of 105,

which demonstrated good family coping skills for stressful situations. The results on

subscales indicated strength in the willingness to acquire social support, apply reframing,

mobilize family support, and utilize passive appraisal (see Table 7). These indicated that

Mattie did not believe in simply waiting for problems to go away, rather she believed in

actively seeking help and working to use her strengths to solve problems.

2 Names and identi$ing information have been altered to protect identities and confidentiality. Fictitious

names are used to facilitate communication and maintain the humanness of their stories.
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Table 7 - Family 2 F-COPES Scores

Mattie and Anna's F-COPES Subscale Scores

Subscale I Subscale 2 Subscale 3 Subscale 4 Subscale 5

Acquiring
social

support
Reframing

Seeking
spiritual
support

Mobilizing
family
support

Passive

appraisal

Mattie
36

(80)
30

(75) (30)
l3

(65)
t7

(85)
6

&,

Anna

Possible 45 40 20 20 20

o of possible

The Presentíng Problem

Mattie and Anna came to therapy at FASA following Anna's sexual assault by a

stranger. Mattie had learned of Anna's sexual assault from the staff at Anna's school

approximately 5 weeks before coming to the FASA program. Anna had told no one about

the incident until confiding in a friend at school several days after the assault. She

disclosed to the friend that amale in his early twenties had grabbed her, pulled her into a

secluded uea, andsexually assaulted her. The assault included inappropriate touching

without penetration. Immediately following the assault Anna had ran from the area

keeping the secret to herself. When Mattie learned of the assault she reported it to Child

and Family Services (CFS) and the police.

Mattie stated that Anna had been experiencinga great deal of anxiety and fear,

difficulty sleeping, playing outside, and socializing with friends. According to her

mother, the timing for the onset of these difficulties appeared to coincide with the
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reported assault. Child & Family Services had interviewed Anna prior to their first

appointment at FASA. The police were to interview Anna during the week following

their first FASA appointment.

Sessíons

The Child and Family Services social worker that interviewed Anna following the

assault referred Mattie and Anna to FASA. Mattie and Anna attended 10 therapy sessions

together. Mattie attend the third session alone for a total of 11 sessions.

Mattie and Anna attended the first therapy session together. They presented as

bright, intelligent, and having a loving parent-child relationship. Anna seemed somewhat

anxious. Her mother presented as motivated and appropriately interested in helping her

daughter. The joining with these clients to the level of a "customer" relationship seemed

to take place quickly and smoothly. They were highly motivated to participate in the

process. While obtaining their description of the problem, we explored goals. Together

we decided on three areas of work: 1) to continue the alleviation of fears which had

already begun pre-first-session, and to increase the sense of safety when outdoors, 2) to

re-establish normal play and interaction routines, and 3) to enhance communication

between Mattie and Anna.

When Mattie and Anna returned for the second session, Mattie said that Anna and

her had attended the Police Services (PS) during the past week for Anna's interview

regarding the assault. Mattie stated that Anna became "confused while being interviewed

by the police"; by the end of the interview, Anna recanted the incident. Anna then stated
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that the incident was just a story she made up. But before she had been able to change the

story, her friend told school staff and they called Anna's mother to report the alleged

assault. Anna said things happened so fast she was unable to stop it.

Neither Mattie nor I were certain as to which case was in fact what actually had

happened. The detail of her story and her emotional reactions made the assault

description convincing. She was able to describe the incident both sequentially and in

detail. When she recanted the incident, her story seemed equally credible. Because we

wanted to support Anna, it seemed important to know what was the truth and thus which

story to pursue, so we discussed each as her reality. Her mother and I remained uncertain

as to what actually took place and Anna's reason for the two stories. Consultation with

supervisors reinforced my belief that we should leave open the possibility that either

situation was true and follow where the client took the therapy.

I asked Anna and her mother to spend time during the next week discussing what

Anna felt she needed. It seemed important to encourage and reinforce the close mother-

daughter relationship through communication about Anna's needs and desires. It seemed

that if Anna had created the story of assault than this may have represented a cry to be

heard regarding some need. In either case, she required her mother's loving support and

every opportunity to talk with her.

Prior to the third session, it was decided that Mattie would come alone to allow us

to concentrate on her experience of the last few weeks with Anna and to talk about

Mattie's needs. During the session, Mattie said she had been raped at 16 years of age. She
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reported that she was coping well and that she had a lot of support from family and

friends. It was not uncommon to find that the mothers of the child victims had also

experienced a sexual assault at some point in their youth. As stated earlier, one in four

women have been raped at some point in their life and 1 in 3 (33%) have been sexually

assaulted in childhood (Russell, D., 1984). Mattie understood the importance of support

in the healing of traumas. We discussed the family's present interactions and coping

strategies, and Anna's knowledge of sexuality. Mattie did not know what to believe in

regards to the alleged assault, asking herselt "Had it happened or was something else

bothering Anna?"

Mattie reaffirmed her desire to continue therapy sessions. As seems to be

common with parents following the assault of a child, her overall concem was to ensure

that Anna would not have lingering effects from the incident. Each parent, encountered

during this practicum, worried most about the negative outcomes from the sexual assault

affecting their child throughout their life. Often parents worried that their child's future

relationships would be negatively affected. Mattie also worried about whether anything

else was going on with Anna and whether Anna and her sister were exploring their

sexuality. The goals remained to: 1) continue the alleviation of fears and increase the

sense of safety when outdoors, 2) re-establish normal play and interaction routines, and

3) enhance communication between Mattie and Anna.

We explored exceptions to Anna's experiencing fear and disruptions in routines.

Mattie was encouraged to facilitate repetition of these exceptions and notice how they

differed from times when Anna experienced fear. In Solution-Focused Therapy,
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exceptions show the client where to begin. Observing the differences between the

problem(s) and the exceptions assists the clients in forming a concept of life without the

problem (de Shazer, 1993).It alters the perceived context within which the individual

exists.

At the fourth appointment, Anna stated that she was no longer fearful at night or

while playing outside and was able to go about her daily routine without experiencing

unusual problems. The clients wore complimented on their ability to problem solve and

the progress they made enacting their solutions and reaching their desired goals.

Mattie then expressed concern about two problems: potential future effects if the

sexual assault had occurred, and Anna's relationship to her father. In this session, Anna

and Mattie each drew pictures of l) a happy time with the family, and then 2) an

experience that frightened them. In the first picture, Anna drew a picture of the family

playing together. The drawing of the frightening situation depicted Anna, her sibling, and

her father in a situation where they had been startled. She made no reference to an assault

situation. We talked about happy experiences velses frightening experiences.

After talking about those experiences, Anna read aloud the book The Secret of

the Silver Horse (National Clearinghouse of Family Violence,2003). The story teaches

children to differentiate between appropriate and inappropriate secrets and to tell adults

about secrets that hurt. In discussion, we normalized having secrets and the need to obtain

adult help with hurtful ones. Anna was given the book to take home.

Because Mattie had concerns about the girls engaging in self-stimulation, the

therapist and family members talked about the fact that sometimes touching private areas
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can feel good. V/e talked about self-stimulation being "the secret everybody knows" and

that it is a secret because people agree not to talk about it. The therapist normalized

talking about private things (e.g., sexual feelings and experiences) with mothers and

therapists. Mattie reassured Anna that her and her sibling are the most important people

in her life and that Anna could tell her anything and she would protect her. Anna stated

she was afraid her mother would become angly in discussions about sexuality.

We explored exceptions to this belief and encouraged observation of the

differences between the anticipated problem and the exceptions, that is, her mother's

reactions and that mother did not get angry, thus challenging Anna's need to be fearful of

mother getting angry with these discussions. On an age and developmentally appropriate

level, we discussed the social influences that create fear about discussing sexuality and

sexual experiences. We continued educational discussions about sexuality and to

normalize both curiosity about sexuality and discussions between mothers and their

children. We also reinforced the distinction between appropriate and inappropriate

touching. Mattie was able to model that discussing sexual topics was acceptable. This

followed the client's desired goal and reinforced the expertise status of the parent in the

therapy relationship. We attempted to ease Anna's anxiety around the topic and to

facilitate her talking about the possible sexual assault. Mattie was trying also to progress

toward discussing their deep feelings rather than'Just surface stuff'and increase Anna's

feeling of safety.

To facilitate the desired conversations on emotions, the family choose to engage

in a homework assignment. Each day after school and work, using a "feelings chart" that
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was displayed on the front of their fridge, the family members each selected an emotion

to discuss (See Appendix K). They talked about a time when they experienced that

emotion and how it felt to them. During the following session, Mattie and Anna reported

that the task had gone well. They planned to continue the practice and include Mattie's

new partner with the hope that over time the conversations would become deeper.

Both Mattie and Anna were quieter than usual during the session. Anna talked

againabout being afraidthat her mom might be angry with her although her mother had

not demonstrated any anger. Anna said her mother and father had fought before her he

left two years ago. Crying, Anna said she was afraid that mom might be mad at her and

leave her like her dad had left. Anna said, "I am afraid when mom gets mad at us, that she

is unhappy with us, and when people are unhappy they hurt people or leave them just

because they do something." Anna was sharing on a deeper level the fears and the needs

she was experiencing, as Mattie had desired. Mattie and Anna were going to continue

trying to talk on this deeper level at home. They were making progress.

At the end of the session, Anna moved out into the waiting room to allow Mattie

time to talk about her observations over the last few weeks and to say anything she might

want to say in private. Mattie stated that the girls' father did not keep his appointments

with them. Mattie stated that the girls' father often forgot to pick them up as arranged at

the school and that Anna "tortured herself about it until she could locate him by phoning

everyone he knows." Sometimes this process went on for days until she found him and

could speak to him. Anna and her father had been very close before he left when Anna

was four years old. Anna had not completed the grieving process over this loss of his
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closeness. Mattie described Anna as remaining in denial and self-blame. She wanted

assistance in helping Anna overcome this fear and self-blame. She wanted to be equipped

to help Anna talk about the assault whenever Anna felt ready.

They had made progress in reaching the goal of discussing feelings and

facilitating communication on a deeper level. Mattie felt it was important to further

decrease Anna's general fears by finding solutions for this part of the problem. We

decided to continue building Anna's self-confidence through reinforcing her strengths

and her positive relationship with her mother. V/hen Anna returned to the room, we

focused on writing a list of good things that happened over the past week, things she was

good at, things Anna enjoyed doing with her mother, and things at which Anna said her

mother was good.

Anna returned to the next session with a request to talk about her dad and his

leaving. Anna and Mattie brought Kara, Anna's sister, who then joined in the discussions.

As noted by Mattie, Kara had always been more comfortable than Anna with speaking up

and expressing her feelings. In regards to Anna's response over her father, Anna said,

"She did not think she would make it" when dad left. Now Anna was realizing she had

made it. We used a rating scale to emphasize her progress. On a scale of 1 to l0 with one

being where Anna was emotionally shortly after her dad left and 10 where she would like

to be in regards to her reactions when dad does not show up for appointments, Anna rated

herself at an eight. The family celebrated Anna's progress. Small changes were being

made working within the context of the family and they would lead to greater change.
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This opening up of communication allowed Kara and Anna to ask Mattie

questions about when their dad left. They wanted to know something of the sequence of

ovents, how it happened, and talk about how they felt. At home, Anna began writing a

journal about her reactions to her father leaving and to his not showing up for

appointments. This journaling assisted her in observing her feelings and noticing her

progress.

To increase communication the entire family created their own individual posters

about themselves. The top half was for them to fill-up with things (e.g., pictures,

drawings, sayings, etc) that they used to describe themselves and their dreams. The lower

half was filled-in by other family members with positive comments, compliments,

attributes, talents, and such that they saw in that person. Anna, Kara, and Mattie seemed

excited about the project. They used this to increase self-esteem, and to deepen

understanding and communication between family members. We complimented them on

how well they had done and planned a small celebration party with treats for the final

sesslon.

The family was provided with copies of two books, It's Perfectly Normal (a

child's book on sexual development) (Hanis & Emberly, 2000) and The Secret of the

Silver Horse (National Clearinghouse of Family Violence,2}}3) for psycho-educational

purposes. These books educate both parents and children about developing sexuality, the

feelings of hurt following inappropriate touch, and about sharing of hurtful secrets.

Anna's sister, Kara, attended the last 3 sessions with Mattie and Anna. With

Kara's help, Anna was expressing greater acceptance of her father's actions and engaging
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in less self blame, experiencing less anxiety, less fear, and sleeping better. She also

demonstrated a greater willingness to accept her mother's approaching remarriage and a

willingness to notice positive characteristics about her mother's fiancé. When therapy

ended, we still did not know whether Anna had been sexually assaulted but we felt she

was becoming equipped to discuss it with her mother and be supported by her. Anna had

made changes.

Resultsfrom PROPS, CROPS, ønd Sessíon Measures

PROPS and CROPS results

The results on the Parent Report of Posttraumatic Symptoms for children

(PROPS), the 3O-item measure completed by parents, and the Child Report of

Posttraumatic Symptoms (CROPS), the 25-item measure that is completed by children

(Greenwald & Rubin, 1999) (Table 8) yielded decreased post scores on trauma

symptoms. This indicates improvement on symptoms at the end of therapy compared to

prior to therapy. Mattie rated Anna's symptoms to have decreased more than Anna

herself did: at the end of therapy, Anna still rated herself at a clinically significant level

(>19). Mattie rated Anna's symptoms at less then the clinical significant cut-off level of

16 on the parent's form with a difference greater than 5 points.

Table I - Family 2 PROPS and CROPS Results

PROPS CROPS

Pre Post Pre Post

Mattie 42"

Anna

* 
= Clinically significant

14

30* 24*
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The Outcome Rating Scale Results

The Outcome Rating Scale (ORS) (Miller & Duncan, 2000) has a maximum total

score of 40 with a possible 10 points on each of the four individual scales. Mattie and

Anna completed the ORS at the beginning of each session to report their level of

functioning for the past week. Mattie stated that she could not use the top number on any

rating scale, because she did not believe in perfection. Thus, she reduced the scale from a

1Q-point scale to araîge of I to 9.5 on each of the four questions reducing the maximum

total score from 40 to approximately 38. Mattie and Anna's average scores varied from

3 1 .3 to 37 ,2 and from 29 .2 to 40 respectively (see Table 9). The trend on their rating of

overall personal functioning demonstrated improvement (see Figure 3)

Table 9 - Family 2 Outcome Rating Scale Results

Outcome Rating Scale

By Session

12 3*4567891011
Mattie

Anna

31.3 35.9

- 29.2

37.2

29.2

32.1

35.5

32.7

35

34.4

38.2

31.7

37.2

35.7

37.7

35.9 36.4

39.6 40

* Anna did not attend session three.
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X'igure 3 - Family 2 Chart of Outcome Ratings
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Results from Sessíon Rating Scale

The Session Rating Scale (SRS) (Johnson, Miller. & Duncan,2000) was scored in

the same manner as the ORS and Mattie's restriction on use of the scale scoring range

remained the same as on the ORS. She reduced the scales to a range from 1 to

approximately 9.5 points with possible total scores of 38. This would reduce the

acceptable total from 36 to 34. Mattie and Anna each completed their own sheets at the

end of each session. Though Anna was young, she was bright and wanted to participate in

completing the scales. The results indicated general satisfaction with their therapy

sessions (see Table l0). Anna expressed some apprehension in session t and2 over being

interviewed three times by various interviewers including CFS, a New Directions
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therapist, and the police services. Once Anna got into therapy, she engaged in the process

and expressed the change via the ORS and the SRS. When appropriate, we discussed

results on the scales and any possible changes they desired in sessions.

Table 10 - Family 2 Session Rating Scale Results

Session Rating Scale

By Session

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I I 10 11

Mattie

Anna

36.7

24.8

37

31.7

36.3

33

34,6

37.7

31,8

38.7

35.4

36.6

34.3 36.9

29.9

33.4 36

38.7 40

37.5

40

Recantíng Assøult

There is little published research on recanting by child victims following sexual

assault. Those who have explored the area have found that recanting is not unusual

among children following sexual assault. Sorensen and Snowman (1991) found in a study

of 116 children (69% female, 3I%male) from age 3 years to 17 years who had been

sexually abused, 75%o denied being sexually abused at some point during the process of

disclosing. They found that the denial most frequently occurred while being questioned

by parents, an authority figure, or during formal investigations. Sorensen and Snowman

( I 99 I ) also noted that 82o/o of the children went through a "tentative phase" in disclosing

abuse where they appeared o'confused, inaccurate, and uncertain" (p.5) or vacillated.

Twenty-two percent of the children recanted after making disclosure and allegations;

92% of them later restated the allegations were true. Rieser (1991) noted that children
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recant for several reasons including: attempting to re-achieve secrecy, relieve pressure

felt from others, and to make "the case" go a\ilay. These are attempts to gain emotional

protection from the stress brought on by disclosure.

Anna's recanting response when interviewed by police appears to follow the

findings of this research. Her response was not an unusual occurrence, thus parents need

to be equipped to support the child through the disclosure process; a phase that may last

for a period beyond what has traditionally been thought of as the disclosure.

Fømíly Two Summøry

This case was unique for me in that the child recanted the allegation of assault.

Though research states neither denial nor recantation is uncommon (Rieser, l99l;

Sorensen and Snowman,l99l),this was the only case I encountered. It taught me to

expect the unexpected and how important it is to remain flexible and follow the client's

lead. Only the client really knows their story and experience.

We stressed the client family's position as authority on their lives and experiences

by following their lead, addressing their goals in therapy, and emphasizing their

knowledge of themselvos as sources for solutions. Kara's knowledge of how she was able

to cope with their father leaving and his not following through on contact was an example

of family knowledge available to assist Anna.

Pre-session change started the process of change before the family arrived at the

first therapy session. This pre-session change was reinforced with compliments and a

focus on solutions to continue that process. Change continued as we explored the

family's needs and their strengths as demonstrated though coping strategies and problem
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exceptions. Clients were encouraged to observe exceptions and learn what worked to

decrease anxiety or fears, and then use that information to do more of what worked as

taught by the Solution-Focused Theory on exception use.

As in all the cases during this practicum, the parent focused a great deal on the

child communicating with them about the assault and their various emotional needs. I

believe that facilitating communication in general between the parent and the child is

very important. The parent is the individual who provides for the child's care and will be

present with them long after the family has ended therapy. To ensure the mother

possessed knowledge that would assist her in supporting her child a psycho-educational

component was included in the therapy. This component utilized child-friendly books on

appropriate helpful topics. These would remain with the family and be an on-going

source of information.

Client Family Three Description

The Fømíly

Nicky3 is the single mother of 9 year-old Tina. Tina was the only child in the

family. Nicky and Tina attended therapy sessions together. They appeared to have a

caring and somewhat supportive relationship. The Family Oriented Personal Evaluation

Scale (F-COPES) (McCubbin, et a1.,1981), completed by Nicky at the first session,

yielded a total score of 106 (see Table 11). The total score indicates good overall family

'Names and identif,ing information have been altered to protect identities and confidentiality. Fictitious

names are used to facilitate communication and maintain the humanness of their stories.
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coping skills. The results on the subscales indicated strength in the willingness to acquire

social support, mobilize family support, and utilize passive appraisal (see Table l1). This

suggests that Nicky believed in seeking support from available community services and

from her family members, as well as, accepting life's problems without becoming overly

reactive (McCubbin, et a1.,1981).

Table 11 - Family 3 F-COPES Scores

Nicky and Tina F-COPES Subscale Scores

Subscale I Subscale 2 Subscale 3 Subscale 4 Subscale 5

Acquiring
social

support
Reframing

Seeking
spiritual
support

Mobilizing
family
support

Passive
appraisal

Nicky 35
(78)

28
(70)

ll
(55)

l5
(7s)

t4
(70)

Possible 45 40 20 20 20

( ) : percentage ofpossible total

The Presentíng Problem

Nicky stated that two months prior to their initial FASA appointment, Tina had

disclosed to her that ayoung female teen had been engaging in sexual touching of her

over the preceding one and a half years, The sexual touching had taken place in the two

girls' homes, when playing in private. Tina had not previously revealed this to her mother

because she feared getting in trouble. Wanting to be supportive of Tina, Nicky had

reassured Tina that she was not to blame or in trouble and that her mother was not angry
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with her. Nicky reported the disclosure to CFS and an appointment was made for an

interview with an investigating social worker. Tina was not willing to talk to the worker

or attend an interview with Police Services. The Child and Family Service worker

referred them to FASA for therapy.

Sessíons

Nicky attended one session alone and a total of five sessions with Tina. The

mother appeared concerned about the effects of the incidents on her daughter and her

daughter's safety. During the session, Tina appeared clingy but not comfortable talking

to her mother or others about what had happened.

During the first session, Nicky reported that her daughter was having difficulty

with generalized anxiety and going to sleep. She was also experiencing depression, guilt,

and stomachaches. Tina especially worried that the teen would come after her and her

family for reporting the incidents to her mother. A Family Education Worker, provided

through CFS to assist in improving parenting skills, had helped to establish a bedtime

routine to facilitate the child going to sleep. Tina had disclosed the assaults to her mother

during this bedtime routine. Further, Tina told her mother that bedtime was a difficult

time because she'obegan thinking about everything and worrying" when she lay down in

bed.

In this session, we explored what Tina liked to do in order to facilitate her level of

comfort, build rapport, and explore for possible coping strategies and strengths on which

to compliment her. Some of these are things the client was already doing that helped in
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this situation and could continue doing. We explored for exceptions and the child

identified feeling safer when she used principles from her aboriginal culture to help her

feel safe, to protect her. The clients were encouraged to continue to use their beliefs to

support them.

Nicky stated that her goal was to see Tina be able to comfortably talk to her about

the assaults. Tina did not identify any goals at this point. We complimented Nicky on her

ability to support Tina and both on their work to make things better.

V/hen they arrived for the second session Nicky identified anger as a problem for

both of them. Anger had been a long-standing issue and had interfered with open

communication. 
'We 

explored bringing the Family Education Worker back into the home

since her work with the family had helped them in the past. Nicky and Tina felt this was

something that would help them again.In session, we built people out of Play Dough and

smashed the figures pretending it was the one who hurt Tina. Tina engaged in this

activity with energetic enthusiasm. Nicky decline to participate but encouraged Tina in

the activity. This allowed Tina to express her anger without fear of doing something

'owrong". Tina opened up enough to acknowledge the assaults in session. Nicky and Tina

were complimented on their work and another appointment was set.

In the third session, Tina began by sharing jokes she wrote out to share with the

therapist. She was complimented on her good sense of humour. A sense of humour can

be very important in surviving a difficult situation. Tina identified reading and telling

jokes as an exception time to feeling depressed about the incidents. We had a brief

discussion about the differences between feeling happy vis-à-vis feeling depressed.
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Nicky's goal remained for Tina to share with her the details about what had

happened. In this session Tina told her mother more details about where and when the

incidents occurred. Tina was able to use a feelings chart (see Appendix C) to identify the

feeling she experienced when she thought of the teen and the incidents. Tina identified

feeling frightened. The family identified use of the bedtime routine, reading stories, and

using quiet, calm talk to reduce fear. They were also encouraged to maintain a regular

schedule in the home to reduce feelings of unpredictability, which heighten fear and

anxiety.

Nicky also requested information that would help her improve communication

between Tina and herself. She took books to assist in her search for information. One of

the books was How To Talk So Kids Will Listen And Listen So Kids Will Talk (Faber,

A. and Mazlish, 8., 1980) an excellent and easily understood book to help adults and

children or youth communicate.

During the fourth session we followed Tina's lead to positive times she and her

mother had spent together when they were not focused on problems. She was able to

identify ways in which her mother had been able to comfort her. We complimented their

skill in finding exceptions and emphasized that the parent and child were the experts on

their lives. The compliments on their ability and the emphasis that mother was the real

expert on Tina and her family led Nicky to finding more exceptions and an apparent

increase in selÊconfidence. Tina asked for books to read. This was a frequent pattern

with parents and children; they like taking books about parenting, self-esteem, being a

survivor, improving communication, or sexual education for young children.
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During the fifth and final session with Nicky and Tina together, we spent more

time on being able to focus on the positive moments, the exceptions, since Nicky

identified having a problem seeing past negatives. She was complimented on being a

survivor and her good choices in response to her daughter's disclosure.

While Tina was away on a trip, Nicky came alone to the sixth session and we

consolidated the work that had been done. She was encouraged to use the solutions

created and continue the change they had begun. This was the last session. Nicky

retumed to complete the post-test measures. Her mother had become seriously ill and

Nicky was spending much of her time caring for her. Nicky and Tina had made progress

but Tina did not want to describe the incidents to her mother as her mother wanted and

this worried Nicky.

Resultsfrom PROPS, CROPS, and Sessíon Meøsures

PROPS and CROPS results

The results on the Parent Report of Posttraumatic Symptoms for children

(PROPS), the 30-item measure completed by parents, indicated that Nicky believed Tina

had shown a small improvement. Her results suggested clinically significant symptoms at

pre-test and again at post-test. Significant differences are based on post scores less than

l6 on the PROPS with a 5-point difference from pre to post measure (Greenwald &

Rubin, 1999). Nicky's difference score met the criteria of a 5-point difference but not less

than sixteen. The Child Report of Posttraumatic Symptoms (CROPS) is the 25-item

measure completed by children (Greenwald & Rubin, 1999) (Table I2). A cut-off score

of 19 indicates cause for clinical concem with higher scores indicating more symptoms.
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Tina's pre-score rested 1 point below the cut-off point for reaching clinical concem. Her

post-test was not completed because she left the city for the summer.

Table 12 - Family 3 PROPS and CROPS Scores

PROPS CROPS

Pre Post Pre Post

Nicky 38* 31*

Tina 1B

The child did not complete al I measures. *=clinicallv siqnificant

The Outcome Rating Scale Results

Nicky completed the Outcome Rating Scale (ORS) (Miller & Duncan,2000) at

the beginning of each of her 6 sessions and Tina completed the scale 4 of her 5 sessions

rating her functioning during the previous week. Nicky rated Tina's functioning from

29.6 to 363 onthe scale with a maximum possible score of 40 points. Scores of 24 ot

less have been associated with individuals in enough distress to seek therapy (Miller &

Duncan, 2000). All scores on Nicky and Tina's ORS were above the cut-off score and

increased after the first therapy session. The trend line for Nicky's scores suggest

observed improvement in functioning over the course of therapy (see Figure 4). Tina's

scores remained at the top of the scale.
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Table 13 - Family 3 Outcome Rating Scale Scores

Outcome Rating Scale

By Session

1 2 3 4 5. 6

Nicky

Tina

29.6

38.9

30.4 30.7

40

36.4 33

40 40

36.7

NA

Tina did not complete all measures.

Figure 4 - Family 3 Chart of Outcome Ratings
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Results from Session Rating Scale

The Nicky completed the Session Rating Scale (SRS) (Johnson, Miller. &

Duncan, 2000) at the end of each session to rate her responses to the session. Tina

completed the SRS for 3 of her 5 sessions. First session scores were below the 36-point

criterion that indicates satisfaction and feelings of total engagement (see Table 14).

Scores increased for the second and subsequent sessions (Johnson, Miller. & Duncan,

2000) (sRS).

Table 14 - Family 3 Session Rating Scale Results

Session Rating Scale
By Session

123456
Nicky

Tina

25.4 37.3

28.4

39.5 36.4

40

37.3 39.4

31.1

The child did not complete all measures.

Famíly Three Summary

Nicky and Tina came to therapy following Tina's disclosure to her mother of

multiple assaults by a teenage friend. Although Nicky was concerned about Tina and she

had used some verbal supports that indicated she had learned some parenting skills, there

was a sense that she lacked some basic skills and warmth that facilitates a close parent-

child relationship and a sense of security. It felt, to the writer, like there may have been a

lack of parenting skills or some ambivalence about being a parent.
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Nicky revealed that there had been previous contact with Child and Family

Services and a Family Education Worker had been assigned to the family to assist her

with parenting issues, to facilitate improved parenting skills. This piece was not explored

or questioned to acquire further information for several reasons: Nicky only briefly

mentioned the past presence of the worker in their home and did not indicate an interest

in revealing what issues she had been experiencing at the time, she had labelled the issue

at the time as being Tina's problem, and Solution-Focused theory does not explore the

past except to find solutions that would be useful in the present. Since using an in-home

worker had assisted the family previously, Nicky viewed this as a source of help in the

present situation. This was reinforced through compliments and taking the ooone-down

not-knowing position" of asking for her to relate ideas about how it could help. Her

expression and understanding of the usefulness of in-home help left the writer with the

sense that the need for parenting supports would be met.

Compliments were used to reinforce her attempts and encourage further

development of positive parenting. This mother seemed to be doing her best at this point

and was trying to acquire additional skills in dealing with this new crisis. As with many

parents, her major focus was on the disclosure of details concerning the incidents.

Nicky's F-COPES scores demonstrated a willingness to acquire social support,

mobilize family support, and utilize passive appraisal as coping strategies in stressful

family situations. She had demonstrated these strategies behaviourally by reaching out to

Child and Family Services and FASA, talking with a family member, believing her and
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her daughter possessed the strengths to overcome this problem, and in her willingness to

use an in-home support worker.

Overview of the Remaining Clients

The remaining six families are briefly described below. These cases include only

a brief family description, case information, and the results. There was a total of I to 4

sessions for each of these families with a mode of one. The reasons for the brevity of

contact varied and will be covered if available. These families will be referred to as four

through nine. Individual family members will be identified by names created to protect

their identities and confidentiality.

Clíent Fømily Four

Jen and Bill are the biological parents of three daughters. They came to FASA

following their fourteen-year-old daughter's disclosure that she had been raped. They

attended atotal of four sessions and reported marked improvement over the four sessions.

When Jen and Bill presented for the first session they reported high levels of stress. Their

F-COPES scores (see Table l5) (McCubbin, et al., 1981) demonstrated good overall

coping skills for Bill but a weaker level for Jen.

Julia (the l4 yr.-old daughter) had disclosed to her schoolteacher,that a day or

two prior to the disclosure, she had been raped by an 18-year-old male acquaintance. The

teacher called Julia's parents and informed them of her disclosure. Her parents took Julia

to the Children's Hospital where she was examined, given pregnancy prevention
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medication, and interviewed by local police. Police informed the parents that due to her

age (14 yrs), Julia must be the one to initiate any charges. Julia's parents demonstrated

real concern about Julia and about the fact that they did not have greater control over the

situation. They encouraged her to lay the charges, but Julia did not want to pursue this

course. Jen and Bill said their goal was to ensure Julia was oonormal" again and had no

long-term effects. Julia presented as embarrassed by her parents reactions and stated that

she wanted them to see her as being all right, as oonormal". Jon and Bill accepted a copy

of the book Talkins to Your About Sexual Abuse (Faber & Mazlish, 1980) and

Julia took a copy of the book The Voices of Rape (Bode, 1990).

Talking without her parents present Julia stated her greatest concem involved

poor communication between her and her mother; she wanted to be heard. Julia generated

a plan to talk to her aunt and gain her assistance in talking to her mother. When Julia

returned the following week, she was happy to report increased communication. Julia

indicated on a ten-point scale where l0 indicated completely better, that she had gone

from a 3 when she had entered therapy to an eight and her ORS score went to a 38 out of

40 (see Table 15). Julia, who enjoyed reading, read the book The Voices of Rape (Bode,

1990) and said she found it helpful. She recommended it for other girls in the same

situation.
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Julia ended with a fourth session saying she had been able to confide about the

details of her rape to her aunt and her aunt was helping her talk to her mother. Julia said

she had attended school each day for the last 2 weeks. She was complimented on this

great improvement. Julia was doing well; however, the parents remained frustrated over

Julia not pressing charges against the rapist. Once Julia was doing well the parents did

not return for further or closing sessions.

Table 15 - Results for Families 4 - 9

ORS Scores SRS Scores

Parent(s) Child (age) F-COPES PROPS CROPS 1 2 3 1 2 3

Jen

Biil

97

115

34

30

21.3 15.5

24.1 14.5

14.1 20.8 38

33 27.7

40 27

35 37.4 40Julia (14) 16

Amanda

Jim

107

Bobby (6) 97

36

31

27 26.8

7 .6 31.8

33.9 32.9

33.9 37

Chris Toni(12) 82* 19 25 26 35 37

Jeremy 108

105

46 30.5

33.7

38.8

34.7Andrea (13) 17

Susan Samantha (7) 102 14 13.4

Nan Paula (11) 120 12 30.7 38.4

36

F-COPES - Research demonstrated expected scores of the following means or above:
Mean scores: overall =93.34, women = 95.64, men = 93.12; * = less than mean

Cut off scores = 24 24
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Client Fømíly Fíve

Jim and Amanda are the biological parents of three children. The parents presented as

very edgy or tense. Jim and Amanda's scores on their first ORS, which indicated how

well they had been doing the week prior to therapy, werc 7 .6 and27 respectively (see

Table 15). The score of 7.6 indicated that Jim was feeling extremely traumatized.

Amanda's score was above the cut off score of 24, which indicates she was

communicating fewer symptoms than her husband over the previous week. The children

gathered around the therapist on the floor and presented as very needy of attention. The

children smiled, listened intently, and readily engaged when anything was asked of them.

During the first session the parent stated that Bobby (age7 years) had disclosed to

his mother that amale student at his school had sexually assaulted him in an enclosed

area adlacent to the school grounds. The assault was accompanied by threats to hurt him

by punching his face if he resisted. The offender had a two-year history of physically and

emotionally bullying and abusing Bobby at the school prior to the sexual assault. Bobby

stated that he was afraid to resist.

Bobby disclosed the sexual assault and the continued bullying to his mother when

she pursued questioning him after noticing behavioural changes she interpreted as

indicators that something was wrong with him. She stated the behaviours included:

sleeplessness, decreased appetite, and moodiness with an increase in anger. The parents'

response to the disclosure was to blame Bobby because he played with the boy after they

had told him to stay away from the boy. Following a discussion, in the session, regarding

the victim's innocence in a sexual assault Bobby asked his parents why they became so
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angry with him when he told them. Jim apologizedto Bobby, and Amanda told their son

that they had not understood. The writer complimented Bobby on his bravery in speaking

up during the session and he was told that many children are afraid at first to participate.

Then the therapist and children practiced saying ooNo" when someone tries to make you

do something you do not want to do, touch you in a way you do not want to be touched,

or go somewhere you do not want to go. He was encouraged to say a strong "no" and run

to help. The children enjoyed practicing this together.

After missing a couple dates the family returned for a second session. The story

around how the disclosure came about changed and the family revealed more details. The

mother had found Bobby awake when she came home late one night and she pressed him

about what was wïong. He told her what had happened, but during this time the father

had entered the room. His father physically and emotionally abused Bobby at this point.

During the session, Bobby described in detail what had occurred that night. Bobby

described his father brushing his teeth with soap, breaking things in his room, holding

Bobby up in the air repeatedly banging Bobby's head and body against the bedroom wall,

and threatening to throw him outside in the winter cold. Jim listened quietly then stated

he was afraidhis son was going to be a homosexual.

Jim and Amanda responded to Bobby, in the session, by admitting it and

apologizing to him. They asked him to trust them, but Bobby admitted that he probably

would not tell them again if something happened because he felt they would be angry

with him agun, Jim asked Bobby which was scarier: Mom and Dad being angry with him
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or what the boy did to him? Bobby replied,'oMom and Dad being angry at him". Bobby

stated his parent's reactions made him feel very sad.

When the therapist asked Jim if he thought he had an anger problem, Amanda,

sitting across the room, shook her head yes while saying, "Oh yea." But Jim did not feel

he had a serious problem with anger and said if he had felt he had a real problem, he

would have gotten help with anger. Amanda, Jim and the therapist explored Amanda and

Jim's difference in viewpoint and methods for Jim to increase control of his anger when

he felt an occasional lack ofcontrol had occurred.

Jim and Amanda were told that according to the law, we were required to report

to Child and Family Services (CFS) if a therapist became aware of any abuse or

aggression toward children. Amanda and Jim were also told that in these cases it was best

if the person involved called the CFS worker and talked to her about their actions.

The writer was concerned about the fallout that may come on Bobby following

his disclosure in session. To prevent increasing negative responses toward Bobby, the

need for reporting this information, admittedly, was soft-pedaled with Jim to buy time

while contacting FASA supervisors and CFS. The writer feels this response requires

some improvement; this was the response of a student and inexperienced therapist.

Following this session, the writer consulted with a FASA therapist about this

information, about who specifically to call regarding the information, and how to protect

the children. The writer was relatively certain it fell under the law, as requiring a report;

however, there was concern for the children. Based on the reaction Bobby described from

the night of the sexual assault disclosure and the father's denial that he had a serious
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problem with anger, it seemed two things could occur: Jim may act-out toward Bobby

againand he would stop bringing the family to therapy. The call was made to CFS, CFS

began an investigation, and the family never returned.

More than any other family, this family needed assistance. It was diffrcult

balancing the needs of Bobby, in the midst of the father's reaction, with the problems of

the parents, reporting the case to CFS, and having only 2 sessions to make a difference

for this child. Sometimes therapists just have to settle with knowing they provided a safe

moment, and that in that moment let the client know they were heard, then hope it will

make a difference in the client's future. Jim had stated that his goal for his son was to

prevent the sexual assault from effecting Bobby for life and from making him'oan aîgry,

bitter man". This statement, with the father presenting as an "angry bitter man", caused

the therapist to wonder what Jim's past had held for him.

Client Family Six

Chris is the single mother of l2-yearold Toni, who had recently disclosed to her

mother that she had been sexually assaulted a number of years prior by a close relative. It

had recently been disclosed by several young family members, both male and female,

that this same adult relative had sexually assaulted all of them. Chris reported the

disclosures to the Winnipeg Police Services and to the Winnipeg Child and Family

Services. The children were being interviewed and charges were expected to follow.

Chris came for 2 sessions, mostly to calm her and equip her to deal with the disclosure.
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Chris revealed she was attending individual therapy at another centre during the

same period to deal with her own past abuse issues. In addition, she was attending

parenting classes. The writer felt it would be counter productive to engage the client in a

second therapy setting. Chris' F-COPES score (82) was less than the Mean level for

female respondents and the overall Mean (see Table 15). Her score may have indicated

that she experienced a lack of 'felt power' or helplessness even though she was in contact

with two therapists. In order to give Chris brief crisis assistance in dealing with her

daughter's case, we talked for the 2 sessions about how she could help Toni. Once again

the writer used compliment intervention and the exploration of exceptions. Emphasizing

her ability to discover solutions and answers and to encourage a positive view of their

ability to handle what came their way. Chris was encouraged to continue with her therapy

and parenting class, which she stated she wanted to continue.

One Sessíon Cøses - Seven to Níne

Each of the last four client families attended only I session. For some clients, one

session was all they wanted because their goal was to gain information and reassurance

that they were handling things appropriately as parents. In other cases, the client family

did not provide information as to why they were not returning. Some families ended by

saying they felt there were too many things going on in their lives to added another

commitment. The following is a brief detail of one-session cases.

Family Seven

Nan is the single mother of one daughter, l1 year-old Paula. Nan presented as a

very bright capable woman who knew exactly what she wanted from the FASA contact.
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She came alone to FASA with the goal of attending one session to obtain feedback from a

o'sexual assault specialist." A young male peer had assaulted her daughter within a private

home. Nan wanted feedback on the manner in which she was caring for her daughter,

Paula, in regards to the assault. She had provided her daughter with positive support and

assured her that it was not her fault. Based on her description, both Nan and Paula

seemed to be doing well. She described to the therapist how she had responded to her

daughter's disclosure and the therapist provided empathy, reassurance, and compliments

for her excellent parenting skill in this situation. The focus was placed on the family's

strengths with reinforcement of their positive reactions and approach. At the end of the

session, Nan expressed that her goal had been met and she seemed satisfied with the

information and feedback provided. She stated that she would call FASA if any other

concerns presented themselves and they needed additional help.

Family Eight

Jeremy is the divorced biological father of 13-year-old Andrea. Jeremy and

Andrea presented as stressed when they appeared for their session together. Andrea had

been gang-raped while passed-out at a peer drinking party.She was embarrassed by what

had happened and felt everyone was talking about her. The father and mother hada

strained relationship and Andrea's treatment following the rape was a further source of

contention. They were split over where she should receive help, mother taking her in one

direction and the father taking her to FASA. The therapist attempted to focus the session

on Andrea's needs. The father was not ready for an intervention at this point; he wanted

to spend this time describing the breadth of the problem. Empathy and reassurance for the
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father and daughter were all that could be attained at this point. The father made another

appointment but was unable to locate his daughter to bring her again.

Family Nine

Susan and Samantha, her 7-year-old daughter, attended the therapy session

together. Samantha had disclosed to her mother that an adult friend of the family had

engaged in sexual touching of her. According to Susan's description, she appropriately

supported her daughter, she promised to protect her from the offending individual, and

then contacted authorities. The Child and Family Services (CFS) and the Police Services

were investigating the assault.

Intervention Summary and Observations

Research has demonstrated that a sense of shame, guilt, badness, and loss of

protection from harm are partof the change that occurs following a child's sexual assault.

Under these circumstances, anxiety and depression are normal affective responses (see

Table 1). These responses affect the entire non-offending family and put them into a state

of crisis. If the family labels themselves as being in a crisis state, the attribution can

further intensify the negative response causing the family to experience a feeling of

helplessness. When the client families arrived for counselling many parents and children

felt overwhelmed by the circumstances and their emotional responses.

During this practicum, the witer observed that the parent's reaction, especially of

fear, was often greater than their child's and problems that existed for the individuals

prior to the assault were exacerbated. Some of the mothers revealed, during therapy, that
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at some point in their life they had been assaulted and the past experience was affecting

their abilities to cope with their child's assault. Children, who were distressed over the

earlier separation or divorce of their parents, expressed this distress while in treatment for

the assault.

The basic intervention goals in the practicum were to facilitate the child's process

in overcoming the effects of the sexual assault, to assist family members in coping with

the effects of the disclosure, and to empower the parents in supporting their child and

thus be effective in relieving the negative effects of the assault. These overall goals were

consistent with the focus of Families Affected by Sexual Assault, crisis intervention, and

the empowerment philosophy of Solution-Focused Theory. The specific goals for each

client and the manner for attaining the goals were developed with the clients.

One goal nearly all parents wanted was for their child to reveal to them the details

of the assault, while the children had no interest in describing the details to their parents.

The parents seemed to struggle with being kept in the dark about these facts. This was

dealt with by encouraging parents to focus more on the child's need to feel safe and to

increase general communication between the parent(s) and their child without pressing

the child for the details. It was suggested that with increased feelings of safety and with a

sense security in communicating with the parents, the child might talk more with the

parent about the assault. The therapist talked about the importance of the child's comfort

in communicating with parent(s) and explored possible ways the parent(s) might facilitate

this with the child. We needed to assist the parent to accept the level of disclosure

comfortable for the child. It is not important for the child to expose the details; it is
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important that the child knows they are believed and supported with love from their

family and that they can talk about it safely to the degree comfortable for them.

Families were provided with a lot of support, compliments for their

accomplishments and exploration of co-operatively created solutions. With this model,

upon arrival for the second session, the clients reported improvement that was also

demonstrated in their demeanour. The child and the parent's improvement demonstrated

that they had taken at least a small step to recovery from the assault.

The writer found itamazinghow willingly children responded to being heard by a

person who approached them with warmth and support. Parents surprised the writer with

how much better they felt after reassurance that they were handling the situation well,

given answers to their questions, and assisted to explore possible solutions. Hopefully the

children will be empowered to know they have a right to say "no, you can not do that to

me." And, when it is not safe to say oono" out loud they will still know that it is wrong for

someone to hurt them. They will not blame themselves.
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CHAPTER SIX: LEARNING EXPERIENCE AND CONCLUSIONS

This practicum was proposed to demonstrate the practical application of

knowledge and skill acquired in the completion of the Master of Social Work degree at

the University of Manitoba. The focus of the practicum was the development and

demonstration of skills in the area of counselling child sexual assault victims and their

families. The objectives of the practicum were to further develop my ability to: work with

clients who have experienced sexual assault, appropriately apply the Solution-Focused

Therapy approach, facilitate the client's process, apply therapy skills with families, and

facilitate families' positive coping through the utilization of an empowering strength-

based focus.

The experience broadened the students experience and enhanced their knowledge

in sexual assault intervention, Solution-Focused Therapy, basic therapy practices, client

empowerment, and client process. Achieving the level desired on learning goals proved

to be a challenge that stretched the student in new ways, resulting in eventual greater

leaming that hopefully will continue. The student achieved success in working with the

clients and saw the clients improve but details of the process were sometimes

challenging.

Descriptions of Solution-Focused Therapy seemed to lack a sense of humanity

and emotion that seemed important to the student in working with clients. The articles

read initially on Solution-Focused Theory said little or nothing about emotions or joining

with the client and said nothing about use of basic therapy skills like empathy. To the

student the theory seemed as though it had a void in the centre of it, that it lack a
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connection with the basic human emotions that clients come with to therapy. However,

the student chose to pursue leaming the theory because of its focus on the client's

strengths and solution finding skills. The student's internal struggle over opposing views

on the value of the theory created an internal tension during the writing of the practicum

that lead to two outcomes. First, it stretched out the length of time taken to complete the

practicum writing, and second, it created an impetus to pursue more information on the

theory.

Reading the work of Yvonne Dolan, especially Pichot and Dolan (2003) and

Dolan (I99I), greatly expanded, opened up my view of the theory. In these works the

theory seems a little less skinned to the bone and connected better with this therapist. It

seems necess¿rry that the theory used be right for the therapist and match who they are as

much or perhaps even more than right for the client. Research on therapy has shown that

clients improve if the connection with the therapist is good, if the client feels heard and

respected and the therapist is genuine (Truax & Carkhuff, 1967 as cited in Corey, 1986).

Perhaps the relationship between the therapist and the theory should be a genuine

expression of the therapist if we are to reflect authenticity. This concept of genuine

connection between the theory and the personality of the therapist has swirled in the

writeros head while stretching to incorporate new ideas from the theories studied. An

agreement between personality, beliefs, and the theory used is an ultimate goal but

perhaps difficult while in the early stages of learning, of becoming who we will be as a

therapist. Ultimately the theory used must become part of or congruent with the therapist

(or perhaps the therapist becomes congruent with the theory).
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The student found that using the compliment statements, explorations of

exceptions, and description of differences to have the most ready fit. When the "Miracle

Question" was used, the clients seemed confused or bewildered by the question. To use

this question with clients, the student requires more input from and practice with a

therapist who has used it successfully. The pacing and expression of the question requires

acertain subtlety that does not come quickly or easily. Several areas for future work

with-in the Solution-Focused Theory are: the exploration and expansion of goals in

behavioural terms, and the more frequent use of scaling questions. Overall, I found the

theory to be successful in decreasing the negative effects of a child's sexual assault even

with a beginning level of proficiency with the theory.

The study of the effects of sexual assault/abuse on children and families has been

growing so there are many resources available on the topic. But in practice the student

encountered an effect they had not read about, that was the parents' determination to

discover the details of the child's assault. Parents need help to understand that providing

caring support to their child does not include knowing all the details from the incident(s).

Pushing the child to talk when they are not ready could re-traumatizethe child and get in

the way of trust.

To facilitate the client's process the student learned the importance of listening to

the client and going at their pace. The pace often changes when working with families

due to the presence of multiple individuals and personality differences. The student

attempted to balance the needs of the individuals with the focus of the session. Perhaps

this was easier in this setting given the reason for therapy. Family members of the young
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children were generally melding together as a unit against the ooexternal foe" and

supporting the child rather than coming to work out intra-family issues.

Facilitating families' positive coping through the utilization of an empowerment

strength-based model is a pleasurable way to work with clients. The clients' demeanour

quickly changed. While working with the theoretical model, students should be sure to

study and use the basic therapy principals, for example, empathy, eye contact, pacing,

and intonation of voice. No matter the theory used basic therapy techniques should be

incorporated. I fumbled on this, in that initially I attempted to use only what the theory

articles stated, that has changed.

I have learned that even beginners can do some good if the client is motivated to

find solutions. Most of all I leamed that I knew very little and had a great deal of

improvement to make. During the practicum and the three years since, I have learned that

therapy is more complicated then it appears. My strength lies in relating to the client and

building rapport and the arcathat requires the most improvement is applying the theory.

Change and real learning comes over time, so the amount students know and their skill

level will change. Our views, our knowledge, our reality constantly change.
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å
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APPENDIX B

FASA Family Information Form
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FAMILIES AFFETTED BY SEXUAt ASSAULT FRO6RÁM

400.491 PORTAGË AVENUE
78ó-7051, ËXT 262

W¿ osk thol you complete this form und bring it with you for your firsf oppointment. the informolion provided wlll

ossisl us in our Work wlth your fomily. Thø infori¡otion is Strictly confidentiol ond no identifying inforrnotion will bø

releosed, Thonk You.

l.ð91 tGl Mdd:e

SiÞel

C{)/ PO6tåÌ tûd4

HOm PnOæ Få{iT

oÍ Birt¡
genctr

'J Mâlr ü Fèmãle

çxildjd uç$l_oÅlnLo-s¡ncga$

rGëôloråft ø
Hi0hèrl ôrrda
dffihtâd

5øæ¡

Speclâl Progrâmming (c¡rde) Y N lf ye$ pleasè give name

1- DåvålopmËntãl 2 ^ Educâliönãl 3 - Fôrênsic ¡l - Genet¡c 5 - Neurologi$l

6 - PÉvchiatr¡c 7 * PsyÈholog¡câl 8. Sp6ðchllañguag6 I - Social 10 - Other

Çhil-4åEA.mlyåqlyic¡-Clllþ¡¡ûalsn_Are you a cl¡ent óf C&FS (circlè onê) Y N

wofft6r PM

Ageùçy

if âpplicåblê 0 I 2-5 6"10 ñôro llìanlo

Alfsc't€d Ssxusl AsEåull or Nåw Diroctions

¡ñ lhé lmÍtsdrâle ÞirêctroñË
Prgilrår¡ ct6ñ¡ nåñ6 xdaton9rp

Proürcm ch6l ¡sm Relâl¡onsh¡É

P69ram çl¡sl nåmô Relâ¡¡onsirp
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FamllcÀterms!!s0
lncômå

r or a0!ü r¡ n? |wq ¡ ol e{ofä ¡n tË
horu

? . Søiol Ass;rtåm¿ 3 , r ¡tr0.@t d . s30.0ûô -,t!,000
5 " ¡5O,00O- 89,000 õ . > ¡70,û0Ò 7 - Not (wñ

F el4r.v.ß-clçfl dgielllbif

Prraõl
Slsp psrlnl
ÀdóÞlivê Pàrênt
S¡blin!

Q¡ilr,aat¡,{ly 0f dÌônr 64d. pJlqjnmillÆgmÞsm

Fuli limê ongoinq êmployment
Pårl lirne géâsonâl ðrf,plôymênt
Pãrt time ongo¡ng êmplðyñoöl
HôrnêmåkËr/påråÒl¡ñg

Hålf:iibl¡n9
6tÞÞelblin0
Adopt¡ve S¡bling
Spouse

âhellêrod WorklhÖp
Full tims strdent
Påd time sludânt
O¡såblðd (un¡bls lo Work)

t¡L Spouiå
chitd
Fosler P6tånt
st0pohild

Rðt¡red
Unðmployed
Tr¿ìûiñ9 Þro9råm
Psychialrìc Þåy progrrrû

Grsnd pårsnt
Foslsr ch¡ld
Adoptivs chìld
Ëxtonded lâm¡ly

S.M.H. Þay Prggtåm
No day âct¡vlty
PrësclôoliÐâyøfâ
OthÉr

LAat ¡fst

Fäf,ùy Rolô
Då{y AÕlryrtf

AOO¡F! ù Ouqtn( trm @q

rfiy rlovtrcq

Honl(r t?Òðtt

Yd Nc
ñlgrs¡l or præfi graæ PfôÉ€nt achoôt

u6t ilEt

Èå(Ily Rolê
94ry 

^dù[y
ua@ q ðnn (øy¡m¡ryyoü,

Aqpr9s [ lrtrr@r roñ ødo

çily PT@IM

Hma Phmð

Açril9 Þtuoert (crtr)
Yðt No

Pfsen¡ þgwt

r¡8t r[$

Ëffiily Êóiê

urry rrov{u Poslål cÕdá

IJffiPhM l Tllæ

YüI No
hÐno5r tr 9ßffit enoê Prê!€¡{ Sdlool
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*4
Lå¡I Itrsl

ÊåGry Ro{!
uåry AclMrt tråle or ór4n loay,@lnry_eðr)

^oofott 
tr of,erenr fo6 ssq

urry Provm PSIAT Çæe

Hffi PMNê mtxrmæ

e¡w ùr@nr lqqol
Yè3 Nô

ñlgnosrs pres6¡ 0raoê ,'fãent.ffi

LBII rÍ3t

Íanily Rde
uale ot crû (day¿m¡l¡.ry6âtl

9fiy rosta, uø0

Him PnOnê wgaK rrcrìÊ

ACt¡w StudÈnl (qrcie)
Yèô T{o

dlgnerr or Pf€r€[l 9Ëo9 tsfÊsnl gæt

Member {6
Latt Ft8t

¡¡trìily Roiè
uar¡y Mnry uaro or 8ún (üy/ffirth/yw)

rìry

rc@rMs r4rork Pllm

ffivs Þrwmt (crfcþ)
Yer No

Pßoem Ð@r

ç*r¡-|1utå!_ÊgSSSIgcrC- {optional)

/ * çråe ö " uaKofâ
tS¡oux)

I - t.)ênð 4 * lnult 3 - M6ll3 ru - u,roway 1r - (.)Jrcree 1Z- OlhË¡ õ..Not
KnÖwn

9ëm nsrc ¡.cary nunÞôf

1 - BIåck ? - Eärt AÊian 3 - South Â6iån 4 - Soufh.oast AB¡Nn

5 - West As¡ân 6 - Latin Amôr¡æñ 7 - Non N. Amer¡cail Aboríginâl I - Othår

Area of

D Nowcomer ã Refugee
1 - A3iå 2 - ôent¡ålÀrer¡{x 3 - Soulh Amkå
4 - turopo 6 -ÀlriË ô - Olher

Do

N6wcoñÊr I

ì' Eng{aeö other bng{âgeô spoks

: ' ': ':"'¡ 1 -.1 ' : li:?,ì
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ghLd-& fsmi¡J.. hlernc!¡en

How did your family becom¿ aware of thp sexual assault?

.l"Iow has 1'our child and t'amily becn afiectcd by thc sexunl assault? ln your opin¡o[. who l)as been most âffec.ted?

;, . ::.
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FASA Permission for AudioA/isual Taping Form
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Canâdâ R3A 1Ëa
lTYr (204) 7 74'8541

1l;r.rr r¿¿i í:r,,r:¡.i) i:r rlr(i i ijc!i;t iji iV,î..Jiri:

1

)
J

AUTITORTZA:I'ION FOR AT]DIO-VISI¡AI. TAPTNG
OR

ONE.WAY MIRROR VIËWTNC

give permission lbr
N¿ME(s) or GUARÞIAN(s)

Audio taping
Video taping
Öne-way mirror viewing

for ons or rnore of tlre l'ollowing pur¡rose(s): (check)

1, Fcrr my service provider(s) to review and plan his/her own work t":l

2. For rny service provider(s) to consult with colleagues from New Þirecrions n
3. For my service provider lr¡ receive supervision Ü

I understarrd tlìär the service provider will ¿uk me prior to each session if I eontinue ro

tonsent to be vle\rye{l or täpcd. I undert;tand {rat uporr terrnination of scrvice , tapcs will
bc crased unless I hâve consentecl to taping for the purpose of teaching or h'aining.

I understand I havç the right to refuse consent and rcfusal will not in any way aftcct
service provided.

SIGNATIIRÊ(s):

DATE:
WITNBSS:

n
ü
fl

400 - 4tl Portäge ,llvsnue, Yllinnipû9. Manitohñ
Telephone: (20a) ?8ó-70S1 Faxr (?O4) 7r4"6468

\.,',.¡-! -'l!\\ri:,rj ì ' l" f:]l; l
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APPENDIX D

FASA Release of Information Form

Srrr¡. l1Êi irs¡ir'frit (ir:ìr1r*r'r lì¡.¡rr: oi \/inxi!r! 
i

AUTHORIZAT¡ON FOR RELEASE OF INFORMATION

ând

author¡ze

to release to.-.-*.*-
all information rslated

for the purposs

Name/Guardian Date

Name/Guardian Date

Wltness Þate

40O - 491 Portage Avenue, Wlnnipeg, Hanltoba, Canada R¡B 284
Telephcner (204) 7tó-7051 Faxr (204) 774-ó46A lTYr (204) 714-AS4l

.v/,.r!\:r.iiJ::T illt i.l ;ìliti,r

@M
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APPENDIX E

Permissions to use F-COPES

cûó}?vz

û¡tó côrlè3Þët¡dênce
the uss of ¡'*copl¡s,

håmlltonmcrubbln Ihrmlttonmc6{bbln@6åfthl¡nk.netl
JulY 9,z0rn tt'gs u
poirnrsãlons, FcoPEs

confl-tß trhåt; pêrní6rl.onâ hâvG bç€n granced lo;

t wlll Ì¡ave a now fâx humbêr sôôn. bu¡ hold on to che clocuse¡¡lL.

HeiILoô :¡: . Hccubbj.o Ph.n.

Prôfé66oi. scltool of socl.ål ¡Ùg¡k

H€nke tlsll

Untv€Eåity of Hawåii at Mãnôå

Hõ¡rolulu, Hr 96822

PhÞnêi å00-286- 1724

ËraiI. r hl.mchåÞå:Lí..êdu

Fromr
SÉnf:
lði
Sublrct:
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APPENDIX F

F-COPES Scale

Family Crisis Oriented Personal Evaluation Scales

Directions:

First, read the list of response choices one at a time.

Second, decide how well each statement describes your attitudes and behavior in

response to problems or difficulties. If the statement describes your response very

well,then circle number 5 indicating that you STRONGLY AGREE; if the

statement does not describe your response at all, then circle the number 1 indicating

that you STRONGLY DISAGREE; if the statement describes your response to

some degree, then select the number 2,3, or 4 to indicate how much you agree or

disagree with the statement about your response (Corcoran & Fischer, 2000, p.295).

Likert-type response scale used:

I : Strongly Disagree, 2 : Moderately Disagree, 3 = Neither Agree or Disagree,

4 = Moderately Disagree, and 5 : Strongly Agree

Sample Statements/Question:

5. Seeking advice from relatives.

6. Knowing we have the strength within our own family to solve our problems.

9. Seeking information and advice from the family doctor.

18. Exercising with friends to stay fit and reduce tension.

24.Deftning the family problem in a more positive way so that we do not become too

discouraged.
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APPENDIX G

CROPS and PROPS

Date: Thu, 21 Nov 2002 18:09:30 -0800

To: Constant Perry <xxxxxGcc.UManitoba.CA>
From: The Sidran Foundation (tracyGsidran.org>
Subject; Sidran WI¡trW Purchase

This is a confirmation of your order from The Sidran Foundation. You
have ordered:

CROPS quantity: 2 packages
Ricky GreenwaLd
CROPS/PROPS combination packet
$ 12.00 ç 24.00

Subtotal-
Rush order
Shipping

24.00
1s.00
11.50

ê

$
ê

Total $ 50.50 USD

Thank you for your order. It will- be processed as soon as possible.
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Child Report of Posttraumatic Symptoms (CROPS)

Example Questions and Response options

Mark how true each statement feels for you in the past week. Don't skip any, even if
you're not sure. There is no right or wrong answer. Answer by circling 0 for none,I for
some' and2 fot lots' 

o : None
I : Some
2: Lots

6. I avoid reminders of bad things that have happened.

7. I worry that bad things will happen.

10. It is hard for me to go to sleep at night.

11. I have bad dreams or nightmares.

12.I get headaches.

13. I get stomachaches

18. I feel like there is something wrong with me.

19. I feel like it is my fault when bad things happen.

2l,lfeel sad or depressed.

23. Things make me upset or mad

24.I arn on the lookout for things that might happen.

2

2

2

)

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

I

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CROPS 1.0 copyright @ Ricky Greenwald, 1996 (Corcoran & Fischer, 2000, p. 486)
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Parent Report of Posttraumatic Symptoms (PROPS)

Example Questions and Response options

Mark how well each item describes )'our child in the past week. Circle the 0 if the item is
not true or rarely true of the child. Circle the I if the item is somewhat or sometimes true
of the child. Circle the 2 if the item is very true or often true of the child. Don't skip any,
even if you're not sure.

0 = None
1 : Some
2 = Lots

5. Feels too guilty

6. Anxious.

9. Clings to adults.

13. Sad or depressed.

17. Wonies

18. Fearful

19. Withdrawn.

21. Startles easily

23. Quick temper

25. Secretive. - -

27 . Difftculty sleeping.

29. Stomach aches.

30. Headaches.

I

I

I

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

,)

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

)

1

I

I

1

1

1

I

cRoPS 1.1 copyright @ Ricky Greenwald,1996 (corcoran & Fischer, 2000,p. a87)
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APPENDIX H

Outcome Rating Scale (ORS)

Directions:

Looking back over the last week, including today, help us understand how you

have been feeling by rating how well you have been doing in the following areas of your

life, where marks to the left represent low levels and marks to the right indicate high

levels.

Four areas rated were: overall, Individually, Interpersonally, and socially

Rating:

A lO-centimetre line for each area provides the space on which the client indicates their I

to 10 rating (8.g. l------ ---l ).

The scale was created and copyrighted (2000) by Scott D. Miller and Barry L. Duncan

It can be obtained from Scott D. Miller and Barry L. Duncan, Study of Therapeutic

change, P.o. Box 578264, chicago, r1.,60657-8264,r1s{ or www.talkingcure.com

A group practice license for this scale is held by FASA, New Directions.
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APPENDIX I

Session Rating Scale (SRS)

Directions:

Please rate today's session by placing a hash mark on the line nearest to the description

that best fits your experience.

The Four areas rated: and their anchors:

Relationship, 1: I did not feel heard, 10= I felt heard, understood, and

respected

Goals and Topics, l: We did not work on or talk about what I wanted to work on

and talk about, l0: We worked on and talked about what I

wanted to work on and talk about.

Approach or Method, l: The therapist's approach is not a good fit for me,

10: The therapist's approach is a good fit for me.

Overall l: There was something missing in the session today,

10:Overall, today's session was right for me.

Rating:

A l0-centimetre line for each area provides the space on which the client indicates their 1

to 10 rating (E.g. l------ --------l ).

The scale was created and copyrighted (2002) by Scott D. Miller and Bany L. Duncan

It can be obtained from Scott D. Miller and Bany L. Duncan, Study of Therapeutic

Change, P.O. Box 578264, Chicago, I1.,60657-8264,U5A or www.talkingcure.com

A group practice license for this scale is held by FASA, New Directions.
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APPENDIX J

ORS and SRS License

Licensing Agreemenl

OIIS, SRS, ¡rnd CO ùlnn¡¡¡l Dindiug Llcense Agrerment
l' ll¡P:lgtl.Bf lurchsirg lhis truilu¡1, }ou úÉ hûÈh} licênsc¡j by l¡ilnü,\ for (]h{rgc (hcËJrìo I'C) ù ii$ d¿ii8Ùçc to rÉc thc C}RS
ttrd SR.S, ¡ñl lhc @nu¡l, ¡nd by v¡ñfir ùf tlÉl lNrçfie, ¡rr th¿ ..¡içrnrcË" ünild lhß igû:run1.

2,{)llS- $ll!l'¡¡rlCt}ùhnu.¡l:'lÍçùRJîndsR5¡r¡nsùyûnd¡ltnrpcr¡¡¡dFtrcilorctrcn{¡ìcvsñiþrrofthcü¡tçoÍ*¡rd
pre'c$ ftr¡!6,prc9rys and pr(rß lf*'lil¡tg iy!(cß¡ oulsß {nd pGs5 sct4ring,4[d outqonx ¡nd pü$J pfuß[6i9
trÉßu!û*il. Th¿ CO M¡tu¡¡ reilt! thi¡ Ë ø CD vcr¡ìù ùûÞ,

,,/*t

¡' ¡.il¡!¡¡r¡. subj4¡ lo thl ÎcÍ¡B ãnd qìDdit¡ht of ilr¡$.grcÊû6(, l\''tiünß t! llra h(ænsc( s hcrnra 6 u¡c th¿ oRs, SRs,ond (h(
COM¡¡rrflirtcoilìect¡(Bwithth(l¡cilìfð.'$hrìrtidchr¡lrhcånprû¿ti{g. TìBrdmirìsr¡t¡oô¡n{rfcortttrunu¡l,anrlonyanrlell
elc{lrsric v*t6io$ rn soßr¡il8 D¡ûduc$ $¡&i0þd wlth thê ORS und Sl(S rru, NO'l bc corr¡rd. tõfisotilGl, $ dK¡r¡bqto¿ biüßlicun*. Pcpcr¡¡dpsìcilrcßiüEçlilwClRlia¡dlinJiÌrrtbccoFiodtbro&¡Ícmnscroilú,ilhÍrctrccil6rc,óbonrli{tßiNrlrhç¡e

,!:$!lüfi$$cs¡r-'nE licø*c m! Nöl' n¡xl¡fy, lrul¡l¿lcd trùo o{hn kûgu¡llc5, chrDgc rlß corì¡rxl, wor.liùg, ù ûl$ñizåt¡¡n ot'thr
ORS. $R5' und C0 lìf o¡eol or çrc¡lc ¡ily tlÉrv¡rivå Mrk trqt û !¡ìcilì. '¡'h( liccNcr i¡¡) ptil ùc oR-s. stìi rûd (:O M¡ûu¡l ¡ttû
otl*t ìiilltD,_ilotr.clælÞûic, n@{lùÞuldiæd, nun"0ù(rrütÈd lotrütr tro{i¡lcd ùâl tlìr, r¡ntror, wordi0ll, ôr ôrg¡niation ¡r4 nol
m\rj¡lìsd ù ch¡Ìrcd,

t.('onl(¡..Ndiltc!rn{l(:rtdlrlr 
^nyrililrll(opissflh¡ûRS,SRS,aild(:OMo¡u¡ìnuú(bytlwliçHrrentrßtinchrrlrthÈcop}1igfú n0icc, Íûdrnbr*s. rril otlw rrüt¡r.'t Ud rrÊdi{s 9n thc ORS. iìlls. od Cö Mr¡rurt. Surh trdrcc$ nuy nît bc dclstcd,

oñinsd. obÈttr(d lû c¡þntêd bt lhc jrccnsæ. ¡f y(u crc lircñst ôi ¡rì itrd¡v¡úul o¡ly, ìttrû yor rru¡, rnr rJirtrbirrv ropre$ ß1.08 O|(¡i,
¡iRs, or CO Mqnü¡.

li.IJiÈdlrr?rbrùoh.lrdCht|ü$r thcúÀS,Sta,l,¡¡rlçOM¡tru¡ttruyontybcùsÈd¡oddislrtbuhltythsÌicfl$Fi¡crhtrætl(h
w¡th¡¡cêûrcc'3bürfidÈh*hhcsrëplrcti*!¡dnHyootb4sçdqdislribuicdlorùilyürlErpilrylo¡c.'

?'¡{$¡rg¡S¡!i!i¡r, Brlitcusit*stttlyirEoilth(oRs,sßs,olCOM¡ñu¡l,irisrhr}sprnribitir}otrhtirflæ.rosccrÞiilhdir
&ltobìliry lrf rny ard ell uu rruJc b¡ tht licc^*. ¡ftx' 0ÀS rd SAS !ñ rot .r;rðDorn røì $ûd ¡[etd not h lred $ ,oc¡ ,tê
ÔÃs. sASr úd CO M¿ilú, ¡h nol ruh¡dlutg lbt m ntdópcd.:rl profssùtrrl ënl;¡nø, Ány ¡Dd ¡ll rcti¿ñac rr th. ORS, SRS, ¡^d()O M¡ñuEl by th( ¡idøs b !l ¡àÈ llcçr$'¡ elê ¡ilk ¡m¡ i¡ thc liccec'* ¡oþ r6po¡6iÞili(y: LicËrÊ indrnùrílì6 I¡C ¡tr¡l it.s
omrêd, dielors. cûlploy.s, npqcrbtiçq, ¡od ûslhoõ of lhê Ol{S onri sRs ,loirrst, aud hold thcm h¡ñl¡sr f}on! rny snd aìl
cbiñúrßllûwsuioori¡i¡8tmñrorEl¡lio8huyucoftrElione€urrhcORSändSRSondElstcdprodßtsprovidÈaiyr(:,'firir
obljlâr¡$ l0 i¡rdêmilv sd ho¡d lì¡rñt6r iDcludc¡ s po6i$È ro Èy lny ¡ûd ¡Í judßænrr, d¡rü¡q, Ármcy.i fce, c.rriod
6xp.n¡s ¡ri¡itrg fruñ sy ¡uch clürmd hhuil.

!.-¡{iÉt$wì t-iccnÍæ eco¡s th. ORS, SRS, ¡¡d (:O Moilrrol Étrd Â$4iütcd Þ4td*! "u it" wirhour my y3nùty or'!¡-v ki¡d,pC discloiffi ûn) ¡nd lll inÞlíÈd Mñrti6, iNltdiñg innlicd uñnriq of mrch¡n[bit¡],. tims fø I ¡únicutor pur'¡nsq mrt trn.it¡ftiì8cGill PC d€ ¡ot hml l|!r l¡c OR"$. SRS, ånd C(] M{nu!ì ¡rc {vithùil cror o.icf*r. pt_. ¡luiil mr tx ti¡tí¡ fc:onv
cøscq!ènú¡|,¡ndi@r,itrc'¡|.¡m'idqrhlorpunirivr¿omg{.'rhcrtlnfÂkhsbihlyor'l'crbr.il)¡nd¡llc¡uu¡or'¡crur "

{lñûlüdl¡8 lhqc bscd ü cslmL w¡tnnty, rill, rcglilfnr¡. rxior hoLitrty, tirurt, nu¡rrurisc. or rrihcrwirc) rlull rtrf rÀ(csd rh( lsc
.Þridb-y-lhelic4-rscbPL'.11l¡$liicnÈ¡grccrrcnl,$d$sti67¡trdttiùD¡nicxl¡r,¡rfitrrrunrrtlyl8fedu¡rnôll¡xr0tiüof
ritk. l"hc l¡c rêlìc{l¡ ruch.llç.tiM ulrir¡(.

t, tt¿!¡$¡¡l¡it!lt: I hú lùìtùtxc ùsdl i,l lhi[ süfccnbil it lhu l¡rtuo8c clorer by rts p¡r¡¡s lo cxptçsr ttwir n¡utust itrcnt, r¡rd rs f!¡q
Dl *trrc( conslrúuùotr sh¡ll bc ¡pglicd lgin¡l ¡ny pu¡y.

10, tttrrt?¡ r!rû!nr.ñt: Thi¡ ¡grcci&¡Í i5 ths cflrirc ¡¡¡èã*¡r ofttrr p¡n¡ê rel)ti¡rg t$ rlE Olì"S, $R\ rrxl CO M¡¡usl.

l.l' cpv!¡rttlr I-{t: Tllis sSruenut iJ xtsdc lrld (n(eßd i[ú ir ¡lK Ststc of llhnors ard shrlt bc Sovêmed ht thr ldws oftlw Srcle of
lllirc¡¡. lllhccvÉôtufthllitis¡tiotror¡rltilnriunbcrwfrrr¡ltaÞ¡rlic$,rüchlìlit¡tio¡oreñritmúúsh¡¡tlhc;ondBr(ltiilllliro¡Ísnrl
lhe p¿tl¡c¡ lwcby ctÈg and ¡ubnrl kr s$hjsr¡sli*tiM ¡rxl vùrua.

I :, ùk|"rl¡llf¡lþt¡: 1 hi5 ¡güetrDr ruy rd¡ b{ nsrli,icd w rnrñ{tc¡J.
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APPENDIX K

Example Sheet of Emotion Faces

Worried Embarrased Disappointed

Hurt Happy Frightened Mad

Gonfused Loved

Lonely Sorry Jealous Neruous

Helpless Curlous proud Surprised

Based on EMOTIONS from the Emotions Activity Manual. Estelle Leutenberg and
Kathy Korb-Khaisa,2000. Wellness Reproductions & Publishing, Plainview, N.Y.
(Size reduced to fit page). One circle was left blank to be defined by the client.


